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1 Introduction

Measurements of the environmental activity concentration by gamma-ray

spectrometers require the determination of the full-energy-peak efficiency r|, as a

function of photon energy over the region for which the detector is suitable. This can

be done either experimentally or by calculation. For very simple cases (single

gamma-transition, point-like source positioned far from a simple shaped detector, etc.)

its determination is quite straightforward. In this case a unique r)(Ey) function

characterises the detection efficiency. However, if the decay scheme of the studied

nucleus is more complex, cascade effects modify the detection efficiency. Similarly,

the actual detection efficiency depends on the actual detection geometry e.g.

(extended source), on the self-absorption occurring in the material of the source, and

so on.

All these effects are generally treated as corrections or modifications of the

simplest case values. These modifications are especially relevant when applied for

large volume samples of environmental origin.

Corrections due to self-absorption and cascade coincidence phenomena can be

accomplished by means of various theoretical, empirical and experimental procedures.

This study attempts to summarise the state-of-the-art and offers an elaborate solution

of Monte Carlo (MC) simulation by carefully tailoring its input to the actual problem.

The experimental determination of the detector efficiency with calibration

sources is usually easier and more accurate than with calculations. However, there are

cases when a measurement is just not possible either because no calibration sources

are available, or they can not be prepared. In such a situation calculations

(simulations) have to be used.

• In this thesis calculations are presented which are made (applying GEANT

MC program following the advice of Prof. D C. Imrie, from Brunei University) for

experimental situations that were really performed. In order to achieve reliable results,

these calculations should be validated. In this. context validation means that



calculations should be done for cases which can be made also experimentally, and the

results of the calculations should be compared with the experimentally measured

values. If this comparison is satisfactory, one can rely on the result of the calculations

also in cases, when no direct experimental determination is possible.

In the second and third chapters of the thesis the general problems of gamma-

ray spectroscopy and correction problems are discussed.

In the fourth and fifth chapters the two main tools are described: the

experimental setup and the simulation program.

Finally, in the sixth and seventh chapters my own work is presented which

consists of the development and careful checking of the simulation program and the

results and discussion.

Part of this work has been performed in the Institute of Nuclear Techniques of

Technical University Budapest (INT TUB), using a HPGe coaxial detector called

POP-TOP in the thesis. Another part has been performed in Brunei University of

West London, using HPGe low energy detector with Be window called LO_AX

detector, directly developed for low energy spectrometry.

Most of the calculations have been made parallel with both HPGe detectors but for the

sake of shortness I presented some data for LO_AX and other calculations for POP-

TOP detector.

Part of this work has been supported financially by TEMPUS and the

following foundations: For The Hungarian Science and For The Hungarian Technical

Development.



2 Fundamentals of the gamma-ray spectroscopy

Gamma-rays are electromagnetic radiation with energies much higher than the

energy of visible light photons. Photons may be absorbed or scattered as a result of

interacting with material. Absorption is characterised by the disappearance of the

photon, while scattered photons are deflected from their original direction with or

without a decrease in energy.

Gamma-rays can interact with matter in various ways, but only a few of the

interaction mechanisms have any real significance in "ordinary" gamma-ray

spectroscopy:

Photoelectric absorption is predominant for low-energy gamma rays (up to

several hundred keV), pair production for high-energy gamma-rays (above 2 MeV),

and Compton scattering is the most probable process over the range of energies

between these extremes.

The atomic number of the interaction medium has a strong influence on the relative

probabilities of these three interactions.

In all three cases free electrons (and/or positrons) are generated, and while

these particles are slowing down on their path through the matter they create electron-

ion or electron-hole pairs. These charge pairs can be used to detect the passage of a

photon and to determine its energy by measuring the quantity of charge produced.

Detection of gamma-rays is done with energy selective detectors (mostly with

scintillation detectors [Nal(Tl)] or with semiconductor detectors [Ge(Li), HPGe]).

In the following subsection the basic interactions between gamma-rays and

matter are reviewed in more detail.



2.1 The interaction of gamma-rays with matter

2.1.1 Photoelectric absorption

Photoelectric absorption is an interaction in which the incident gamma-ray photon

ceases to exist. A photoelectron is released from one of the electron shells of the

absorber atom with a kinetic energy given by the incident photon energy (hv) minus

the binding energy of the electron in its original shell (E^). This process is shown in

the Fig. 1.

E e _ = h v - E b (1)

Fig.l Photoelectric absorption

For typical gamma-ray energies the photoelectron is most probably emerging

from the K shell. The vacancy that is created in the electron shell is quickly filled by

electron rearrangement. In this process the binding energy is liberated in the form of a

characteristic X-ray or is taken away by an Auger electron.

The probability of the photoelectric effect is increasing for materials with high atomic

number. The atomic cross section for the photoelectric effect (af) is proportional to

the following expression:

Z"

(2)

where Z atomic number

Ey = hv y photon energy

n = f(Ey) exponent (n)

In our region of interest (0.1 MeV-3 MeV) the value of the exponent (n) varies

slightly between 4-4.6.



2.1.2 Compton scattering

In the process of the Compton scattering a photon is deflected with a reduction in

energy, and an electron is recoiled. In this process only two particles (electron and

photon) are involved, i.e. it occurs also with a completely free electron.

This interaction is shown in Fig.2.

before

Fig.2 Compton scattering

Because of the energy conservation

ho=ho'+Ee (3)

where Ee denotes the energy of the recoiled electron.

The energy of the scattered gamma ray (hv ') in terms of its scattering angle 0 is given

by the formula:

h v - h V

moc
(4)

where m0c
2 is the rest mass energy of the electron (0.511 MeV). The kinetic plus

binding energy of the recoiled electron is therefore E e .= hv - hv '.

Two extreme cases can be identified:

1. If 0 s 0 then => (hv ' = hv and E e .= 0). In this case the recoiled Compton

electron has a very low energy and the scattered gamma ray has about the same

energy and direction as the incident gamma ray. (Practically no scattering occurs).

2. If 0 = n we have head-on collision. The incident gamma ray is back scattered

towards its direction of origin, where the electron recoils along the direction of
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incidence. In this extreme the electron gets the maximum possible energy from the

photon, whereas the back scattered photon has the smallest possible hu\ For a typical

incident energy, the energy distribution of the recoiled electron has the following

shape (Fig.3). This event gives rise to the appearance of the Compton edge and the so-

called backscattered peak in the spectrum of response signals of energy-selective

detectors.

dN
dE

0=0
i

-Compton continuum- mm

Compton edge E e

Fig.3 Electron-energy distribution for Compton scattering

The cross section for Compton scattering (ac\ can be described by the Klein Nishina

formula. [1]

2.1.3 Pair production

The next significant gamma-ray interaction is pair production (Fig.4). A photon with

energy greater than 1.022 MeV (Ey > 2m0c
2 =1.022 MeV) may be absorbed and an

electron-positron pair will be produced.

pair of positron -electron

Fig.4 Pair production
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The probability of this process increases rapidly with increasing photon energy.

This process consists of converting the incident gamma-ray photon into electron and

positron masses and kinetic energies (Ee-; Ee+). For this latter we have:

Ee- + Ee+ = hv - 2m0c
2 (5)

The pair production cross section is given by the Bethe Heitler formula:

2;PZ2 (6)

where Z atomic number

Ey y - ray energy in MeV

K constant

After having been created the positron will transfer its energy to the matter and

finally, annihilate with an electron, which results in the production of two photons

with energy moc
2 = 511 keV each, emitted in opposite directions.

2.1.4 Rayleigh scattering

Some of the scattering by an atom is coherent, it is called Rayleigh scattering. A

photon may be deflected with no real loss in energy, and the atom recoils as a whole

under the impact. The probability of this process is generally small in the range of

nuclear gamma-ray energies, therefore its effect on the spectrum is usually neglected.

The total interaction cross section is the sum of the all individual cross

sections: atotal = aphoto + aCompton + apair + aRayleigh (7)
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2.2 The gamma-ray attenuation and absorption

The attenuation of a "narrow beam" of gamma-rays in a material of thickness x is

characterised by the ratio of the emerging intensity ( I ) to the incident intensity ( Io).

Io

(8)

Here u is called "linear attenuation coefficient", and it depends on the gamma ray

energy Ey as well as on the atomic number Z of the material.

This linear attenuation coefficient is a summation of the linear attenuation coefficients

for the different possible interactions given by the formula:

Mtotal = Mphoto + Mcompton + Mpair ( '

where the subscripts indicate the different processes described above. The ju. values are

closely related to the atomic cross sections: u = a N (10)

where N is the atomic density [atom /cm3]. Fig.5 shows the linear attenuation

coefficient of germanium as a function of energy. [2]

_ 10 V

I
g

I
to

total

^\ — coherent scattering

compton scattering

001
100 1000

y-ray energy (keV)

10000

Fig.5 Linear attenuation coefficient of germanium
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At low energies, most of the interactions involve photoelectric absorption,

while at high energies, the pair production plays the major role. At medium energies

the Compton scattering is the most important process. The process of coherent

scattering is of minor importance.

In the simulation the description of the gamma-ray attenuation and absorption

is very important. The GEANT3 program - which was used for the simulation -

internally calculates the linear attenuation coefficients for the treated materials. The

results for the Ge have been tested and compared to the measured values reported in

the literature (see chapter "Simulation and Results").

2.3 Detection of gamma-rays with semiconductor detectors

2.3.1 Operation principle of semiconductor detectors

The first reported use of a semiconductor device for the detection of ionising

radiation was that of McKay et al in 1951 [3].

The first germanium semiconductor detectors for gamma-spectroscopy

became commercially available in the early 1960s. They were produced by the lithium

drifting process, and are given the designation Ge(Li). They served as the common

type of large -volume germanium detectors for two decades.

Techniques for the production for ultra pure germanium with impurity levels

as low as 10 I0 atoms/ cm3 were first developed in the mid 1970s.

Detectors that are manufactured from ultra pure germanium are usually called

intrinsic germanium or high-purity germanium (HPGe ) detectors.

The operation of semiconductor detectors can be understood on the basis of

the so-called band structure of the material from which they are made [4]. The band

structure represents the states available to electrons in a solid and determines its

conduction properties. The simplest picture is that of a valence band, separated from a

conduction band by a gap forbidden to electrons (Fig.6). Conduction may occur by the

motion of electrons in the conduction band under the influence of an external electric



field and by the motion of empty states (holes) in the valence band. A full or empty

band makes no contribution to the conduction. This is the case of an insulator, where

the forbidden gap is large. Therefore the valence band remains filled with electrons,

whilst the conduction band is empty so no conduction can occur. In the case of a

conductor, states at the top of the valence band overlap those at the bottom of the

conduction band, so that there is no forbidden zone. Electrons are always present in

the conduction band and holes in the valence band, allowing conduction. In a

conductor the passage of free charge carriers through the material is limited by the

scattering on lattice vibrations (phonons). Thus, the conductivity of the material

decreases as its temperature increases (more phonons will be available).

A semiconductor has a band gap which is sufficiently narrow so that some

charge carriers may be thermally excited across the band gap. Thus, it will behave as

an insulator at absolute zero and its conductivity will increase as its temperature rises.

Conductor Insulator Semiconductor

Fig.6 Energy band diagrams

In principle, a detector could consist of a piece of semiconductor material with

an electric field applied across it, because the passage of an ionising particle would

promote electrons to the conduction band leading to a current pulse in an external

circuit.
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Since in practice the semiconductor material is never totally free of impurities

or crystal defects, its operation as a photon detector is more complex. Materials in

which the acceptor impurities predominate are referred to as p-type materials (or n-

type if this impurities are in very small concentrations), those with primarily donor

impurities as n-type materials (u-type for small concentrations).

For sufficiently pure germanium material an intrinsic region can be each achieved by

the creation of a diode structure.

A typical diode is made by forming a so-called p-n junction, which relies on

the introduction of impurity atoms into the semiconductor lattice in order to affect its

conduction properties.

If a piece of n-type material is brought into contact with a piece of p-type

material, holes will diffuse from the p-type side of the junction to the n-type side,

where their concentration is lower, according to Fick's law. Electrons will diffuse in

the opposite direction. In the middle they will be recombined, and both charge-carriers

will disappear. Finally a region with no free charges will be formed, this is termed the

depletion region. The separation of charges will increase until the tendencies for

carriers to drift and diffuse are balanced (Fig.7).

p-type

I
I

depleted

region

n-type

Fig.7 p-n junction

If a bias voltage is applied across this p-n junction, with the p-side negative with

respect to the n-side (so called reverse biased), free carriers will be pulled away from

the interface, the depletion region becomes wider and current cannot flow through the

junction.
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An ionising particle traversing the depletion region will create charges in the

device, which will be pulled out from the depletion region by the voltage applied.

This causes a current pulse in an external circuit, which can be detected and measured.

HPGe detectors can be fabricated either from Tt-type or from u-type high purity

germanium. In each case a rectifying contact forms the diode which should be made

of impurity opposite to the detector type (n+ -type for Ti-type material or p+-type for u-

type material). Here the + upper index denotes that the contact is injecting electrons or

holes respectively). The other contact serves as noninjecting contact which can be

made either from the same impurity as the crystal type or from a metal-semiconductor

surface barrier.

The principle of operation of a Ge(Li) detector is somewhat different. Since all

of our measurements have been done with HPGe detectors, the operation of Ge(Li) is

not discussed here.

2.3.2 Germanium gamma-ray detectors and measurement systems

The generally used gamma-ray spectrometers consist of a radiation detector,

electronic signal processing units and a digital memory (Fig.8). In the detector, the

energies deposited by individual photons are converted into electronic signals of

proportional size (pulse height).

The detector response function is determined by the different mechanisms involved in

the interactions between photons and detector material. In practice the response

function is further complicated by secondary effects occurring in the spectrometer

(charge recombination, summation and pile-up) and in the material surrounding the

detector or in the sample itself (e.g. scattering, pair production followed by

annihilation).



Fig.8 Schematic of electronic system for a semiconductor detector

In gamma-spectroscopy generally detectors with a large active volume are

advantageous. This can be best accomplished if the detectors are constructed in

cylindrical or coaxial geometry (Fig.9).

For measurements of photons above 60 keV energy generally coaxial Ge

detectors are used. Manufacturers universally choose to locate the rectifying contact

(see above) at the outer surface. This contact will be n+ for 7i-type HPGe and p+ for v

type HPGe.
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The v-type detectors are more expensive but they have thin frontal dead layer.

Therefore both low energy and high-energy spectral regions can be measured with the

same detector, but they will have more coincidence summing with low-energy

photons.

To a first approximation the active volume of a germanium detector is simply

the region between n+ and p+ contacts. However these contacts may have appreciable

thicknesses and can represent a dead layer on the surface of the crystal through which

the incident radiation must pass. For gamma rays of about 300 keV energy, or higher,

the attenuation in such layers is generally negligible, and the gamma-ray detection

efficiency is not appreciably affected by the presence of the dead layers. However, for

smaller gamma-ray energies especially under 100 keV, the effect of the dead-layer

should be taken into account.

The dominant characteristic of germanium detectors is their excellent energy

resolution when applied to gamma-ray spectroscopy, as compared to the energy

resolution of scintillation detectors.
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3. Correction problems in gamma-ray spectroscopy

3.1 Full-energy-peak efficiency

In gamma-ray spectroscopy the efficiency curve of a sample arrangement is

determined by the following components:

• detector type and dimensions

• the source-detector distance and the extension (size and shape) of the sample

• the material (matrix) of the sample,

• the decay scheme of the radioactive isotope.

• electronic dead-time effects

The second item is generally called "geometry factor", the third one constitutes

the problem of self-attenuation, and the decay characteristics may result in

coincidence summation effects.

It is a general practice to reduce the extent of self-attenuation effects by

keeping the sample size limited, and by focusing on gamma-radiation with energies

above 100-200 keV.

Any measurement of absolute emission rates of gamma-rays requires

knowledge of the detector efficiency. The full-energy-peak efficiency r)(E) can be

experimentally measured using equation (11)

T](E)=N(E) / (I(E)* A* t) (11)

where:

N(E) -number of counts in the detected full-energy peak for photons of

energy E,

A -activity of the sample, [Bq]

I(E) -emission probability for photons of energy E (fraction)

t -measuring time, [s].

Efficiencies of germanium detectors can be estimated using the intrinsic

efficiencies from their data sheets and published measurements or calculations for
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detectors of similar size, the accuracy of results based on these values will not be

much better than 3-5 %. One major difficulty is that the dimensions of these detectors

are not standardised to any degree, and it is very difficult to determine their active

volume precisely. Furthermore, long-term changes in charge collection efficiency

and/or dead-layer thickness can lead to drifts in the detector efficiency over a period

of time.

For these reasons, users need to carry out their own efficiency calibrations of

their germanium detectors periodically using standard calibration sources. Any error

in assumed detector dimensions will then apply both to the calibration and actual

measurements and will not affect the accuracy of activity measurements. The source-

detector distance still must be accurately measured and reproduced to avoid the errors

in the solid angle. The calibration is normally carried out from an assortment of

gamma-ray energies covering the range of interest to allow construction of an

empirical efficiency versus energy curve.

3.2 Self-absorption effect

Single isotope sources provide a few well-separated gamma-ray peaks whose

area can be determined by simple methods to calibrate the detector efficiency. If the

radioactive samples to be measured have non-negligible mass and volume, gamma-

rays shall be attenuated by self-absorption within the sample material itself. In these

cases correction must be made for this attenuation. With a standard geometry, the self-

absorption in sample of similar composition and volume will be similar.

For calibration of large-volume samples, typically of water solutions, or soil, a

standard sample container called Marinelli beaker has been specified (see Fig.l 1). The

Marinelli-beaker. geometry presents the optimum distribution for larger material

quantities. Depending on the detector size and amount of material available, optimum

beaker sizes and shapes will vary. Of course the diameter of the inner cavity should fit

closely to the detector housing, and the depth of cavity should not appreciably exceed
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the detector length. The top and side layers of the radioactive substance should be of

approximately equal thicknesses in order to minimise both the self attenuation and the

average source detector distance [2]. Several standard sizes of Marinelli beaker are

specified to accommodate samples of various volumes. The International

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC 1981) [5] recommends two standard shapes for

capacities of 0.45 1 and 1.00 1. Some detector manufacturers quote detection

efficiencies for these standard sizes. But in practice, the standard shapes have not yet

been widely adopted, and there are many beaker shapes in common use.

3.3 Coincidence effect

Additional peaks caused by the coincident detection of two (or more) gamma-

ray photons may also appear in the recorded pulse height spectrum. The most

common situation occurs in applications involving an isotope that emits multiple

cascade gamma rays in its decay, as illustrated in Fig. 10.

EA

?2

0
Ground state

Fig.10 Cascade gamma-rays

If we assume that no isomeric states are involved, the lifetime of the intermediate state

is generally short so that the two gamma rays are, in effect, emitted in coincidence. It

is then quite possible for both gamma-ray photons from a single decay to interact and

deposit all their energy within a time that is short compared to the response time of

the detector or the resolving time of the following electronics. If enough of these
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events occur, sum peak will be observable in the spectrum which occurs at a pulse

height that corresponds to the sum of two individual gamma-ray energies. A

continuum of the sum events will also occur at lower amplitudes due to the

summation of partial energy loss interactions. The relative number of events expected

in the sum peak depends on the branching ratio of two gamma rays, the angular

correlation that may exist between them, and the solid angle subtended by the

detector. The summation process can involve multiple radiations from the same

nuclear decay event , in this case therefore it is classified as a true coincidence.

Another process can also lead to sum pulses due to the accidental combination of two

separate events from independent decays if they occur closely spaced in time. Because

the time intervals separating adjacent events are randomly distributed, some will be

less than the inherent resolving time of the detector or pulse-processing system. The

frequency of these random coincidences increase rapidly with increasing counting

rate and will occur even in the absence of true coincidences. A corresponding sum

peak can therefore appear even in spectra from isotopes that emit only a single gamma

ray.

The main problem in the coincidence summation is not the occurrence of

additional sum-peaks. These can be seen in the spectrum and can be more or less

easily identified. The real problem is, that the events falling into the sum peaks will be

lost from the single-peaks of lower energies. Therefore the effective detection

efficiency will depend not only on the energy of the gamma-ray but also on its

cascade relation. The probability for such true-coincidence summing effect increases

with increasing total efficiency, (with decreasing source-detector distance), but is

independent of the count rate. Corrections can be omitted only in the special case

where the sample is measured relative to a standard of the special radionuclide in the

same geometry.

Obviously, the correction factors become more complicated when more than

two photons are emitted in cascade.
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3.4 Method for correction of self-absorption and true coincidence

3.4.1 Full-energy-peak efficiency calculations

• Wainio and Knoll (1966) [6] and De Castro Faria and Levesque (1967) [7] were the

first to use Monte Carlo methods to calculate full-energy peak efficiencies.

These calculations were made for germanium detectors to energies below 2 MeV.

Since then many other groups have developed Monte Carlo codes with varying

degrees of sophistication and applied them to coaxial-detector geometry and

energies up to 12 MeV. For example, codes for point sources or parallel beams

have been described by Aubin et al (1969) [8], Lai and Iyengar (1970) [4],

Gaggaero (1971) [9], Peterman et al (1972) [10] and Grosswendt and Waibel

(1975) [11]. Most of the above-mentioned authors have compared results

calculated by simulation with the experimentally obtained efficiency values and

reported an agreement with ± 10% and in some cases ± 5%.

• Another sophisticated method has been developed by Moens [12], who starts from

the full-energy peak efficiency (s) data for point sources, calculates the total

efficiencies e^t for both point source and extended-source geometry and proves

that s/e^ot is geometry-independent.

• Several authors use more sophisticated Monte-Carlo calculations to calculate the

transport of photons and electrons through a cylindrical symmetric detector (for

example Kozma et al.[13], Koehler [14], Aubin [8], Gardner [15].). These

methods deliver the peak-efficiencies and the spectrum shapes can be calculated as

well. The most detailed calculations have been made by Kozma, therefore only his

results are discussed here. He calculated the efficiencies of a cylindrical

symmetric Ge(Li) detector for monoenergetic gamma-rays using a Monte

Carlo technique. In this technique a simple model of interactions of gamma-rays

passing through the matter has been considered. The point gamma-ray source was
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positioned at a fixed distance from the detector. Gamma-rays with different

energies have been generated within the solid angle subtended by the detector.

The gamma-rays impinging on the Ge(Li) coaxial detector were followed until

they are absorbed or some fraction of their energy escaped from the active region

of the detector. If the photon loses all its energy in the active region the

appropriate photopeak is counted and the efficiency is calculated. The photon

history is started by selecting a random initial direction, and the flight distance.

The Cartesian co-ordinates of the entry point and the point of the first interaction

were computed. The type of interaction (photoelectric effect, Compton scattering

or pair production) was determined from the ratio of absorption coefficients to

total attenuation coefficients, for initial photon energy. The energy of the scattered

photon has been calculated by the Klein-Nishina formula [1]. The conclusion of

this paper is: the absolute measured efficiency calibration points for a coaxial

Ge(Li) detector having a volume of 50 cm3 have been compared with the Monte

Carlo curves calculated by Kozma's method. The two curves were identical with a

high accuracy in the range of 0.06-2.00 MeV.

• Gmuca [16] from his study concluded that the experimental method combined with

semi-empirical relations seems to be the most reliable method for the

determination of the efficiencies. In this way it is possible to determine the total

counting efficiency, etot,c and the full energy peak efficiency sFEPC with an

accuracy better than 1.5% and 5% respectively in the energy interval 60-2000

keV. These accuracy are sufficient to calculate the coincidence summing

corrections with uncertainty not higher than 2%.

3.4.2 Analytical calculations

• Self-attenuation correction was first considered by Nakamura (1975) [17] for disk

sources and later by Bittari and Salomone (1980) [18], Rieppo (1981) [19] and
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Nakamura and Suzuki (1983) [20] for disks and other shapes such as Marinelli

beakers.

> Self-attenuation corrections based on mathematical calculations have been

proposed by Jaegers and Landsberger [21] In their calculations it is assumed that

all gamma-rays are entering the detector in a direction perpendicular to the

detector surface. However, such an assumption is only permissible when the

source has negligible dimensions compared to the detector 's crystal dimensions,

and/or when the distance between the source and the detector is rather large

compared to the dimensions of the source. Substantial inaccuracies may occur for

all other conditions, in particular when the source has a diameter comparable to or

larger than the detector's top surface diameter.

The simplified approach of Debertin and Ren [22] was described by Debertin and

Helmer [23] and also reported by Zikovsky and Chan [24]. They established a

simple point-detector model which can be generally applied for the usual

Marinelli beaker geometries suggested by IEC [5], and which allows the self-

absorption correction factors to be estimated with uncertainties of the order of

1% or less. For medium energies the necessary corrections may amount to several

percent, for low energies around (50 keV range) up to several ten percents. In

order to perform their calculations the total efficiency and the FEP (Full-

efficiency-in-peak) in close geometry, (etot,c and eFEPC) have to be known.

Therefore this method requires a precise knowledge of the geometrical shape of

the sensitive volume of the detector and the thickness of its dead layer. It should

be noted, that for coaxial and particularly for close-ended coaxial Ge(Li) detectors

these characteristics are uncertain and their determination is a time-consuming

process [18]. The authors themselves remark that their correction factors are not

directly applicable to other beaker geometry and detectors. For smaller and larger
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detectors with lower and higher efficiency these factors are correspondingly

smaller or larger.

• General formulae for complex decay schemes have been given by Adreev et al

(1972, 1973) [25] and rewritten by McCallum and Coote (1975) [26]. Based on

these formulae, those authors and others (e.g., Debertin and Shôtzig 1979 [27],

More et al. 1983 [28], Sinko and Aaltonen 1985 [29]) have been developing

computer codes for the calculation of coincidence-summing corrections. The

required input data are the probabilities of decay into different levels of the

daughter nuclide, electron-capture probabilities, energies of gamma transitions,

location of the transitions in the decay scheme, gamma transition probabilities,

internal-conversion coefficients and peak to total efficiencies for the relevant

energy range.

• In a report of the International Committee for Radionuclide Metrology (ICRM),

Jedlovszky (1982) [30] has compiled experimental data in the application of

coincidence-summing corrections. The codes CASUCO, KORSUM and

COSUCO used in the National Bureau of Standard (USA), the Physikalisch-

Technische Bundesanstalt (Germany) and the National Office of Measures

(Hungary) have been fully documented there.

3.4.3 Stochastic calculations (Monte Carlo methods)

A comprehensive and detailed description of Monte Carlo (MC) methods is presented

in [31].

• Self- absorption corrections for extended sources have been calculated by

Nakamura [17], [12], [32] using a Monte Carlo method. A severe restriction in his

calculation was that the cylindrical sources were not allowed to exceed the

detector's diameter.
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• A Monte Carlo simulation technique has also been developed by G.Haase [33] for

gamma-spectrometry measurement systems which allows calculation of photon

path lengths in source and detector as well as total efficiency. From these

parameters corrections factors for self-absorption and coincidence summation

have been estimated. The calculation requires data, dimensions and relative

positions of the gamma-emitting source and the detector, as well as the

appropriate emission probabilities of the gamma-lines under study. The simulation

applies to any axially symmetric arrangement of source and detector. The

calculated total efficiency curves for well-defined arrangements of point source

and detector are practically identical to those reported in the literature. Similarly,

correction factors for coincidence summation of 60Co, and 88Y as point cylindrical

volume and Marinelli beaker sources agree very well with the values established

by experiment or by a different model approach. Total efficiency curves and

average path lengths of photons in the source are given for several other

measurement systems with Ge(Li) and p-type HPGe detectors. The program is

relatively simple and has been written in Quick Basic version 7.0 for a personal

computer equipped with 80387 coprocessor. The paper demonstrates that Haase's

method provides accurate estimations of total peak-efficiency and correction

factors for both summation effects and self-attenuation for a wide range of sources

and detectors.

Korun et al [34] described a Monte Carlo method for efficiency calculation of

gamma-ray spectrometry for "voluminous source" (extended source) geometry.

They tried to minimise the computer time necessary to calculate the actual

efficiency in order to perform the calculations at spectrum analysis time. This has

been realised in two steps: by obtaining the characteristics of the detector by

measurements and by introducing a simple detector model, allowing to perform

some of the integration analytically. The calculation of the efficiency of a

voluminous source is performed by two numerical integration's and a summation
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of a power series. The time required on a Micro VAX computer to calculate the

efficiency at 25-30 different energies ranges between some tens of seconds and

some tens of minutes. It is determined mainly by the number of terms in the series

to be summed up. Therefore the calculation of efficiencies where large self-

absorption takes place (at low energies and high densities) takes more time. For

samples of densities about 1 g/cm3 in the energy range between 40-3000 keV it

takes about two minutes of computer time. The uncertainty of the efficiency

comes from the following main sources: errors in the detector geometry data

determination, oversimplification of the model and uncertainty of the numerical

calculations. This method is evaluated on the basis of comparison between the

calculated and measured efficiencies with calibrated sources. An overall

agreement has been found within 4-7%.

3.4.4 Empirical or semi-empirical solutions

• Debertin and Schôtzig [27] developed a method to get the correction factors for

coincidence-summing effects. It is a laborious method that needs experimental

data from many point-source measurements. Correction factors for Debertin and

Ren's measuring geometry with respect to certain radionuclides were calculated

with their computer program called KORSUM. The required inputs are the

absolute efficiencies for a given geometry and decay characteristics of measured

radionuclides.

• Galloway [35] presented a semi-empirical method for correction of the

photopeak efficiency of extended sources. The method corrects for the effect of

self-attenuation and the effect of the change of the solid angle for each position

withm the volume which is covered by the source. Although this method is

adequate, it nonetheless has a restriction: the cylindrical sources have to have a

smaller diameter than the detector-diameter, and they have to be coaxial with the

detector.
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• A simple experimental method for the efficiency calibration of germanium

detectors, especially for environmental samples have been presented by Felsmann

and Denk [36]. Their method is based on the fact that for the energy range above

300 keV the full-energy-peak efficiency of a Ge detector can be described by

linear interpolation as a first order approximation in double-logarithmic scale with

errors lying normally under 5%. From this correlation one coefficient of the

interpolation curve - a first order polynomial - can be calculated. The second

coefficient can be obtained by the count rate of 40K resulting from KC1, which is

mixed homogeneously with the sample. Especially for environmental samples

with large volumes, this method is very useful, because it takes into account the

self-absorption of photons in the sample. Making an efficiency calibration with

water solution they found that self-absorption could produce errors, which became

more important with decreasing photon energy and increasing sample density and

sample volume. Their measured correction factors are comparable to those of

Debertin and Ren. [22]

The following method have been applied in our experiments (see chapter 7-Results)

therefore is presented in more detail.

• Corrections for self-absorption of radionuclides which emit low energy gamma

radiation has been investigated by Appleby [37]. He used a simple semi-

empirical model, where self-absorption factors are expressed in terms of the mass

attenuation coefficient of the sample and a parameter characterising the geometry.

First he applied his method for well type detectors, and later for Marinelli

geometry. Experimental measurements of self-absorption are used to evaluate the

model and to determine a semi-empirical algorithm for improved estimates of the

geometrical parameter. This theoretical model has been used as a basic idea for

determining the self-absorption of gamma-radiation for different sample
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configurations. Appleby modelled the Marinelli beaker as a set of three volumes,

which can be calculated by the following relations (see notations of Fig. 11):

the hollow cylinder :

the endcap of radius a:

common to both parts :

the total volume:

Additionally he assumed that

V, = 7i (b2-a2)l

V2= 7ta2(L-l)

V I2 =7i (b2-a2) (L-l)

v,~v2

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

v 1 2 . v 2
_i

I J>

I I

. .1

Fig.ll Marinelli beaker used by Appleby in our theoretical calculations

In the exterior cylinder with internal radius a, external radius b and length 1, taking a

coaxial element of radius r and wall thickness dr, the mass of sample m is expressed

as: m=7ip(b2-a2)l (17)

and mass of element 5m is ôm=27tp lrdr (18)

Debertin et al (1989) [22] calculated the effects of self-absorption at different

energies for sample contained in a Marinelli beaker. It can be concluded: that the

self-absorption factor ( f= I/Io) can be written as:

f(m) = e-k^m (19)

where m-is the sample mass, n is the mass attenuation coefficient and k is

dependent on the geometry. Assuming that the nominal values are in proportion to

the v volumes of the cylinder and disk (-50% of total radiation of each case) the

total detected radiation from the whole beaker can be expressed as:

I=I0 e-™^ = Io e-w " (20)
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which for small

I=I0(l-Kup)

where

and

Kup values

É=(V

; can be approximated as

fÇK2

hV12/2)/V

V12/2)/ V

K, = (2b+a)(b-a)/(3b+3a)

K2 = t/2

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

Introducing k =K / V Equation (20) can be written as I=I0 e-km^ (27)

Substituting Equations (23), (24), (25), (26) into Equation (22) the k value can be

calculated:

(28)k 2 + 4
3(b + a)V2 2 V2

The corrected efficiency for this geometry factor it can be found:

*1 = Tleff e-14^"1^ =T|eff
 e"k(jm

This formula and model will be used in the chapter Results 7.4

3.4.5 Conclusions

In this overview of literature I wanted to justify the choice of GEANT Monte

Carlo code for our work, for the simulation. Different attempts have been shown from

the literature and all of them were specific for a definite geometry or a special

material. The advantage of GEANT is that it is very flexible in defining the

geometrical set-ups as well as the absorbing material, the environment and source.

Further, GEANT has been developed by a large number of people during many years

and therefore components are internationally well tested by the High Energy Physics

Community.
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4 Experimental

4.1 Experimental Equipments

HPGe POP-TOP detector arrangement (INT TU of Budapest, Hungary)

Fig. 12.

HPGe LO_AX detector arrangement (Brunei University, United

Kingdom)

Fig. 13.
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a) INT TU Budapest

For the measurements performed at the I.N.T. in Budapest, a coaxial high

purity germanium detector (ORTEC HPGe Pop Top with 1.90 keV measured

resolution (FWHM) and 26 % relative efficiency at 1.33 MeV of 60Co) has been used.

According to the Quality Assurance Data Sheet the nominal active diameter of

the detector D is 57.6 mm, the sensitive depth H is 44.6 mm, the dead layer thickness

is 0.08 cm.

The detector-cryostat arrangement can be seen in Fig. 14 (next page). The

figure has been made by the drawing package of GEANT3, discussed in the next

chapter (see Simulation), and the dashed lines represent the paths of the simulated

decay events. The position of the source respective to the detector can also be seen.

The wall-thickness of the absorbing Al cover is 1.27 mm. and the cover has the

following dimensions: diameter DC = 7 cm, height HC = 13.5 cm. The low

background chamber around the detector consists of 8 cm thick layer of Fe, 0.2 cm

thick Pb and 0.1 cm thick Cu.

b) Brunei University

Several series of measurements were performed at Brunei University using a

HPGe LO_AX detector with a 0.5 mm thick Be window. Its measured resolution

(FWHM) is 443 eV at the 5.9 keV X-ray of 55Fe according to the specifications.

Fig. 15 shows the source-detector arrangement used in the measurements. The source

was placed at 4.9 cm distance from the detector. The nominal active diameter D of the

detector is 61.5 mm, the sensitive depth H is 29.8 mm, and the distance L between the

Be window W and the crystal surface is 4 mm. The aluminium detector cryostat has

1.27 mm wall thickness, and the following dimensions: diameter DC = 7 cm, height

HC = 13.5 cm (Fig.15). The low background chamber wall around the detector was

built from 8.9 cm thick Pb, 0.4 cm thick Sn and 0.1 cm thick Cu..
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4.2 Measurements

a) I.N.T. of TU Budapest

For point-source efficiencies we used the curve determined previously with

some certified single-nuclide point sources of the National Bureau of Measures

(OMH, Hungary): 241Am, 133Ba, 182Ta, 57Co, 226Ra, I1OmAg, 137Cs, 54Mn, «&Y, 60Co,

22Na, 152 Eu.

Note, that the measurements of standards were performed at large source-

detector distances (15 cm from the top of the detector) where true-coincidence effects

are negligible [38].

The spectra were recorded with a CANBERRA Accuspec data acquisition system, and

were analysed with the XINSPEC for Windows program.

For the extended source measurements a Marinelli beaker filled with SOIL6

material has been used, which had the following parameters: volume V=400 cm3-

Dl=l 10 mm, D2=78.7 mm, Hm=100 mm (see Fig. 16 next page). The dashed lines in

this Figure indicate the tracks of a few primary gamma-rays and of their interaction

products generated by GEANT3.

According to the Data Sheet the major matrix components of the SOIL6 IAEA

standard reference material are the following: Al2O3-8.9%, CaO-22.9%, Fe2O3-3.7%,

K2O-2.9%, MgO-1.9%, Na2O-0.6%, SO3-0.3%, SiO2-38.5%,TiO2-0.5%, loss on

ignition-20.5%. (All these data were considered in the simulation process as well.)

This sample contains the following radionuclides (the activities are taken from the

Data Sheet, but are corrected to the date of the measurement):

Reference data are given for 30.01.1995
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Table 1

Radionuclide

137Cs

239Pu

226Ra

*>Sr

Content

(Bq / kg)

53.65

1.036

79.92

30.34

Confidence interval

(Bq / kg)

51.43-57.9

0.962-1.11

69.56-93.42

24.42-31.67

The density of the SOIL6 sample used in the Marinelli beaker has been measured in

our lab, and we found it to be p = 1.21 g/cm3.

For obtaining good statistics the time of the measurements was more than 48 hours.
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b) Brunei University

For efficiency calibration the following standard Amersham point sources

have been used : 241Am, 57Co, 133Ba, 60Co, 22Na, 137Cs. Every point source has been

measured separately from the others, centred at 4.9 cm distance above the top of the

detector. The measurements range for 60 000 s live time. The spectra were

accumulated using the Gamma-Vision™ software of EG&ORTEC. The spectrum

analysis has been performed using the XINSPEC for Windows program [39].

For the measurements with extended sources a Marinelli beaker has been

used on the top of the detector (see Fig. 17 next page). Fig. 17 shows the Marinelli

beaker around the detector, with dimensions: Dl=144 mm, D2=86 mm, Hm=86 mm.

Two samples have been used:

• the Soil-6 IAEA Reference material (the same as used for measurements

performed at INT TUB with HPGe coaxial detector. Its parameters are listed

above.) The density has also been measured and we found again 1.21 g/cm3.

The SOIL 6 measured spectra can be see in the Fig. 18.

• a mixed radio nuclide solution containing calibrated activities of 24lAm, 109Cd,

5?Co, I39Ce, 2°3Hg, ll3Sn, 85Sr, I37Cs, 60Co and 88Y. The solution has been prepared

in the following manner: A nominal 10g of calibrated solution was supplied as

contained in a flame sealed 10 ml British Standard glass ampoule, which

contained these isotopes diluted in 4.0 M hydrochloric acid. The concentration

was: 25 ^g of each of the carrier elements, (except for americium) per ml of the

solution. We prepared our solution by diluting 5 ml of the liquid standard in 600

ml distillate water. The spectra were measured for 60000 s with Gamma-Vision™

EG&ORTEC data acquisition, system, and were analysed using the XINSPEC for

Windows program.
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Counts

186.2keV
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E+03
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E+00

100 200 300 400 Channels

Fig.18 Spectrum part of SOIL6 sample in Marinelli beaker, measured with

HPGe LOAX detector at Brunei University

4.3 Experiment for the study of coincidence effect

For studying the coincidence effect the 60Co isotope has been chosen because

it has a simple cascade decay scheme (Fig. 19) [40]

60Co 5,27 y

- 99.92%

60 Ni

2505,7 keV

1332.5 keV

<L_ 0 keV

Fig.19 Cascade decay scheme of 60Co
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This experiment has been made at the Radiation Protection Department of

Brunei University with the HPGe LO_AX detector with Be window. (Detector

arrangement and low-background chamber are described above) The same experiment

has been made at INT of TUB too. In this case the detector-source distances were 0;

5; and 15 cm.

A 60Co point-source was positioned at three distances from the beryllium

window, 0 cm, (on the top of the detector), and at 4.9 and 5.8 cm.

The spectra were taken with the Gamma-Vision™ EG&ORTEC data acquisition

system. The duration of each measurement was chosen so that the resulting

experimental spectra had roughly the same number of counts.
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5 Simulation using GEANT 3 MC code

For simulating the detector response and for calculating the detector efficiency

I chose to use the GEANT3 Monte-Carlo code (CERN) [41]. The motivation of this

choice is the following: as stated before in Chapter 3 several scientists used already

Monte-Carlo programs for simulating responses of germanium semiconductor

detectors. However, every Monte-Carlo program reported was especially developed

for each individual case. On the other hand there is a need to have a well-established,

widely tested, user-friendly and versatile method, which can easily be tailored for

each individual problem. The GEANT3 Monte-Carlo code needs these requirements,

it has been widely tested by many people who used it for 20 years since its

development has started. It is user friendly and versatile, because it is written in

FORTRAN and every user can build its own FORTRAN main program according to

his special needs and experimental configuration. The full power of GEANT3 can

then be incorporated in this program by linking the GEANT3 set of subroutines to it.

Being so advantageous, the main question remained: is it possible at all to use

GEANT3 for the simulation of the low-energy gamma-detection process? As

mentioned above, the program was developed for high-energy applications, and

therefore it is not obvious that it will work well also for low-energies.

5.1 Selected applications of the GEANT (MC) code

The GEANT program simulates the passage of elementary particles through

matter. Originally designed for the CERN High Energy Physics experiments, it has

today found applications also outside this domain in areas such as medical and

biological sciences, radio-protection and astronautics. It is in use also in the high

energy physics experiments (designing of large detector systems, determining of their

responses, efficiencies, etc.). Nearly unnumbered publications report on the use of

GEANT in this field.
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However, I would like to mention just some other works where GEANT3 was

used in domains different from the high energy physics:

• Hobson [42] used it for Glass ECAL Simulation Studies. Using the simulation

program he calculated the absorbed radiation dose in irradiated glass samples. He

also modelled the effects of optical absorption

• Siikosd [43] used the GEANT3 Monte Carlo code for constructing a set of

detector response functions for an unfolding (deconvolution) method in the

analysis of medium-energy (5 MeV - 40 MeV) gamma-spectra of scintillation

detectors.

5.2 Documentation of GEANT Monte-Carlo code

The main source of the documentation on GEANT is the user manual.

The GEANT user manual as well as the documentation on the elements of the CERN

Program Library used by the GEANT programs are available from the CERN

Program Library Office. We are indebted to CERN for sending us these

documentations as well as the program subroutines.

5.3 Description of GEANT 3 Monte Carlo program package

GEANT is a system of detector and simulation tools. [41].

It has been continuously developed over the past 20 years. The program runs

everywhere where the CERN Program Library has been installed. The first version of

GEANT was written in 1974 as a bare framework which initially performed tracking

of a few particles per event through relatively simple detectors. The system has been

developed with some continuity over the years [44] New versions may differ from the

previous ones. Some of the modifications may lead to backward incompatibilities.

Every new release usually contains modification in the physics which can produce

better but often different results with respect to previous version.
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GEANT3 is a collection of FORTRAN 77 routines grouped into several

modules as summarised below. It uses the CERN Library routines extensively and

therefore is easily applicable on most of the computers available.

GEANT3 allows to:

• describe an experimental set-up in an efficient and simple way[the GEOMETRY

packages]

• generate simulated data from standard physics event generators [the

KINEMATICS package]

• control the transport of particles through the various devices of the set-up taking

into account the boundaries of geometrical volumes and all physical mechanism

the [TRACKING package]

• record the elements of the particle trajectories and the response from the sensitive

detectors [the HIT-DIGITALISATION package]

• draw the detectors, the particle trajectories and the hits [the DRAWING package]

• save (or read ) the results of each event on disk or tape in a machine independent

format [the I/O package]

It is the responsibility of the user to assemble the appropriate program

segments and utilities into an executable MAIN program, to code the relevant user

subroutines, to provide the data describing the experimental environment and to

compose the appropriate data cards which control the execution of the program.

5.3.1 The GEOMETRY PACKAGE

a) General

The geometry package has two main functions:

• during the initialisation of the program, it define the geometry in which the

particles will be tracked.

• during the event processing phase, it communicate, the information for the

transport of the particles to the tracking routines.
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The set-up where the particles are transported is represented by a structure of

geometrical volumes organised in a nested tree form, (see section b of this chapter)

Each volume has its own appropriate (Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical) co-ordinate

system fixed to it. By convention, a unique initial volume has to be defined which

should match (or surround) the outside boundaries of the entire set-up. The reference

frame attached to this volume is considered to be the master reference system

(MARS). The experimental equipment is described by defining several subvolumes of

appropriate shapes, which are positioned in the correct places and positions and are

filled with appropriate materials. The tree structure provides a good environment for

fast search techniques since each volume will, in general, have only a few contents at

the level immediately below.

Simple volumes are first defined in an unallocated fashion, giving name, shape

and parameters needed to define the volume (dimensions, angles etc.) The volumes

are then placed within other volumes giving copy number, position and rotation

matrix relative to the "mother"-volume within which it is placed. The user should

make sure that no volumes overlaps the boundary of its mother. Each volume is filled

with matter (which can have the properties of the vacuum in case if it contains no

matter). The matter filling the volumes is described with two sets of attributes

• related to the nature of the material composing the volume, it contains

information such as the atomic number, the atomic weight, the density, radiation

length, absorption length, an so on.

• related to the process of particle transport. These are parameters such as the

magnetic field, the required tracking precision, the maximum energy that can be

lost in one step and so on.

All these characteristics together form an abstract medium, the so-called tracking

medium. Each tracking medium refers to a material via a material number which is

assigned by the user. In GEANT3 there are 16 "built-in" standard materials, but new

materials can also be introduced. Different tracking media can, - with some limitation

- refer to the same material.
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Each volume filled by a tracking medium is identified by a medium number. Different

volumes may have the same medium number.

b) The volume definition

Experimental set-ups can be described accurately through the definition of set of

simple VOLUMES. Each VOLUME is given a NAME and is characterised by:

• a SHAPE identifier, specifying one of the basic geometrical shapes available,

• the shape parameters, giving the dimensions of the volume

• a local reference system, whose origin and axes are the ones defined for the given

shape (Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical co-ordinates),

• its physical properties, given by a set of constants for the material which fills the

volume

• additional properties, known as tracking constants, which depend on the

characteristics of the volume itself and on its geometrical and physical

environment (proprieties of the neighbouring media, magnetic field, etc.)

• a set of attributes, in connection with the drawing package and detector response

package.

The GEANT geometry package offers 16 basic shapes with which to describe the

setups where particles are transported. In the simulation only the BOX and TUBE

shapes have been used (see Fig.20 next page).

BOX is rectangular. It has 3 parameters, the half lengths in x, y and z.

TUBE has 3 parameters, the inside radius, the outside radius and the half length in z
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BOX specification (system shape]

y

* X

TUBE specification (System shape)

Fig.20 GEANT system shapes (BOX, TUBE)
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5.3.2 The KINEMATICS PACKAGE

This package of subroutines helps the user define the initial "events". The initial

number of particles, their types and other parameters (mass, energy, origin, direction,

life-time, etc.) should be given, and will be stored in GEANT internal data structures.

Several particles can be originating from one point - which is called "vertex". Later,

the tracking routines follow the tracks of each of the particles of a vertex, and also

their secondary particles. About 50 elementary particles (from the gamma-photon to

mesons, hyperons and baryons) are known to GEANT, but the user can add new

special particles to this data bank if he likes.

5.3.3 The TRACKING PACKAGE

The transport of particles through a set-up requires access to data which describe:

• the geometry of the set-up ( has to be written by the user using the routines of the

GEOMETRY package)

• the material and tracking medium parameters

• the particle properties (table of particles, branching ratio, decay modes can be used

from GEANT User manual).

• the interaction properties of the particle with the matter

In GEANT tracking a particle through a geometry of objects consists of calculating a

set of points in a seven-dimensional space (x, y, z, t. px, py, pz) which is called the

trajectory of the particle. This is achieved by integration the equations of motion over

successive steps from one trajectory point to the next and applying corrections to

account for the presence of matter. Therefore the method used in GEANT3 is the

direct play.

To have a detailed description of kinematics of the particle it would be necessary to

calculate a trajectory point every time the component of the momentum changes. This

is not possible because it would mean calculating" an enormously large number of
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points. Processes like the deviation of a charged particle in a magnetic field , the loss

of energy due to bremsstrahlung and ionisation or the deviation due to elastic

electromagnetic scattering are essentially continuous. An arbitrary distinction is thus

made between discrete and continuous processes controlled by a set of thresholds

which can be set by the user. A particle trajectory is thus a set of points at which a

discrete process has happened.

The tracking package contains a subprogram which performs the tracking for all

particles in the current event and for secondary products which they generate, plus for

some tools for storing the space point co-ordinates computed along the corresponding

trajectories.

The computer simulation of particles traversing an experimental set-up has to take

into account the interactions of the particles with the material of the detector. This is

accomplished by the PHYS package. GEANT is able to simulate the dominant

processes which can occur in the energy range from 10 keV to 100 GeV for

electromagnetic interactions. Simulating a given process means:

• Evaluating the probability of occurrence of the process, by sampling the total

cross section of the process

• Generating the final state after interaction, by sampling the differential cross-

section of the process.

By means of systematic fits to the existing data, the cross-sections of electromagnetic

processes are well reproduced (within a few percent) from 10 keV up to 100 GeV,

both for light (low Z) and for heavy materials. The total cross section of each process

is used at tracking time to evaluate the probability of occurrence of the process.

As an example of the above mentioned systematic fits, the parametrisation of the total

cross section of the photoelectric effect is shown here:
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Z X 6 X X2 9 X X2 X3

— + P1 4
X + P15 ' i fE L ,<E< E k (Z)

P i9 , iflOkeV<E<EL|,

(30)

where X is the ratio of the electron mass to the incident photon energy and o is

expressed in barns/atom. The value of a and P can be also found in the GEANT

source code. The fit was made over 301 data points chosen between 5 < Z < 100 and

10keV<E<50MeV.

The following electromagnetic processes involving photons, electrons, and

positrons are handled:

• photoelectric effect

• Compton collision

• e- - e+ pair production

• Rayleigh scattering

• e; e+ multiple scattering

• e; e+ Bremsstrahlung

• e~, e+ annihilation

• ionisation and ô-rays production by e% e+

• generation of Cerenkov light by e% e+

5.3.4 The HIT DIGITALISATION PACKAGE

In the context of GEANT hit is a user -defined information recorded at tracking time

to keep the necessary information of the interaction between one particle and a given

detector, and necessary to compute the digitalisation later.
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Digitalisation (digit) is the user-defined information simulating the response of a

given detector element, usually evaluated after tracking a complete event.

5.3.5 The DRAWING PACKAGE

The drawing package has been designed mainly to visualise:

• the detector components

• the logical tree of detector components

• the geometrical dimensions

• the particle trajectories

• the hits recorded in the sensitive elements of the detector

5.3.6 The I/O PACKAGE

These routines allow one to read, write or print the GEANT data structures. I/O

provides the following facilities:

• native and machine independent I/O to and from disk and tape devices

• sequential and direct access I/O (from disk)
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6 Application of simulation to experimental gamma-

spectrometry

6.1 General

In the present work, the GEANT3 (CERN) Monte Carlo program has been

used to estimate the gamma ray detection efficiency of two different types of HPGe

gamma spectrometers with several different sample arrangements. The GEANT3 MC

code requires several FORTRAN-subroutines for describing the experimental

arrangement as well as a MAIN program written by the user. I prepared my MAIN

program using an example-program which was written by Dr.Cs.Siïkôsd. I made the

necessary modifications according to the special needs of my experiments. Here I also

would like to thank for his help in the preparation of this main program.

Next, I needed to write and change the subroutines containing

a) the geometrical set-up

b) the definition of non-standard materials

c) the event generation

d) the construction of output spectra.

e) Additionally, the correctness of the geometry definition had to be checked using

finally the Drawing package of GEANT, and the necessary input files had to be

prepared.

Since many simulations have been performed under different conditions

(different geometries, point-sources and extended sources, single-line and cascade

decay, etc.) only selected examples of the above tasks will be presented below. A full

listing of one of the programs used can be found in the Appendix.

Our simulations were performed on a Sun Sparc Station (SunOS) and a DEC

Vax cluster (VMS) at Brunei University, and on an IBM-RS6000 (AIX) at the

Institute of Nuclear Techniques, Technical University of Budapest. Different versions

of GEANT3 are available which are not fully compatible. For the calculations first the



GEANT 3.15, later the GEANT 3.21 versions have been used. This latter was released

in March 1994. (For comparison of simulated efficiency values using both GEANT

versions see Chapter 7-Results)

6.2 Geometry description

EXAMPLE: HPGe POP-TOP (INT-TUB) with Marinelli Beaker

The geometry construction is more sophisticated for Marinelli beaker-detector

construction, than for point source arrangement. Therefore here will be given an

example of geometrical description of HPGe coaxial detector with Marinelli beaker.

In this simulation only two of the sixteen GEANT basic shapes were used: the BOX

and the TUBE. Here only the principle of the geometry-description is shown, the

actual program segment can be found in the program listing in Appendix.

Fig.21 (next page) shows the nested tree structure of volumes in geometry

package of GEANT. The first 4 characters are the volume identifiers, which can be

arbitrarily chosen by the user. The following characters between the slashes /xxx/

show which GEANT system shape is attributed to the volume. The joining lines show

their mother-daughter relations (the "daughters" are positioned inside their "mother").

Every volume has different function in the description of the different parts of the

experimental apparatus.
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CNFE/BOX/

CNPB/BOX/
_L

i
FEH / TUBE /

CNCU/BOX/
i

PBH / TUBE /

OVER /BOX / CUH /TUBE /

CK / TUBE/ HEN2 /TUBE / HEN1TUBE/

CKL/TUBE/

Ï
GDET/TUBE/ ERZ / TUBE /

DE2 / TUBE /

FUR /TUBE /

Fig.21 Nested tree structure for HPGe coaxial detector with Marinelli beaker

• CNFE represents the outmost shielding (box) around the detector. This box is

made of Fe material.

• CNPB is the next box made of Pb, its position is inside the mother box CNFE.

Note here, that the daughter material overrides its mother's material in their

intercepting regions! Without positioning anything in CNFE, the whole box

would be filled with Fe. Now only that part remains filled with Fe, which is not

overridden by any daughter. This is the way how "hollow" boxes can defined.

• CNCU box is made of Cu, and is positioned inside the CNPB.

• OVER represents the innermost part of the shielding box, the "air-box" around the

detector. This is positioned inside CNCU.

• FEH, PBH and CUH are "air cylinders" and are positioned in the

CNFE,CNPB,and CNCU, respectively. Their function is to describe the hole on
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the bottom of the shielding box, through which the detector cryostat enters into the

box.

• HEN1 and HEN2 are describing the two cylinders forming the Marinelli beaker.

They are filled with sample materials (air, water, soil, etc.)

• CK is a tube which has air inside, and which contains all the detector parts. The

introduction of this volume was necessary to avoid overlapping volumes, which

would cause unpredictable results.

• CKL is the Al cover around the detector crystal..

• GDET represents the detector crystal inside the Al cover. Its material is Ge

• DE2 is the active region of the detector crystal, assumed to be a tube inside

GDET.

• ERZ is the detector dead layer assumed to be a tube.

• FUR is a small hole inside the coaxial detector crystal. The detector's own data

sheets do not specify its value, therefore we used data taken from catalogues for

HPGe coaxial detectors of the same company.

6.3 Material definition

As mentioned already there are 16 built-in materials in GEANT., which are the most

commonly used ones in high energy physics experiments. These materials can be

referred to by their numbers ranging from 1 to 16. Additionally GEANT offers the

possibility to the user to define new materials. This newly defined material has to be

given a NAME and a number (greater than 16). If it is a "mixture" of elements

(GEANT does not make any distinction between mixtures and chemical compounds)

the exact composition should also be given, either as atom-proportion or as weight-

proportion. The GEANT subroutine GSMIXT registers the newly defined material in

the data structures of GEANT.

CALL GSMIXT (IMATE, CHNAMA, A, Z, DENS, NLMAT, WMAT)

where
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IMATE

CHNAMA

A

DENS

NLMAT

WMAT

is the material number, (must be greater than 16)

is the material name

array containing the atomic weights of the elements in the

mixture

array containing the atomic numbers of the elements in the

mixture

the density of the material in g/cm3

number of elements in the mixture

> 0 means: WMAT contains the proportion by weights of

each material in the mixture

< 0 means: WMAT contains the proportion by number of

atoms of each kind. In output, the content of WMAT

is changed to contain the relative weights.

array of the relative weights. The meaning of its values depend

on the sign of NLMAT (see above).

In the following three selected definitions are shown in more detail:

a) Data for a new element (Ge crystal)

dimension amix(l),zmix(l),wmat(l)

amix(l) = 72.61000

zmix(l) = 32.

dens = 5.33

nb = -l

wmat(l) = 1.

CALL GSMIXTX17,tGER',amix,zmix,dens,nb,wmat)
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b) Data for simple "mixtures" (H2O, water)

dimension amix(2),zmix(2),wmat(2)

amix( 1 )= 1.00797 {Atomic weight of hydrogen}

amix(2)=15.994 {Atomic weight of oxygen}

zmix(l)=l {Atomic number of hydrogen}

zmix(2)=8 {Atomic number of oxygen}

dens=l

nb=-2 {Note, that nb is negative !}

wmat(l)=2 {2 hydrogen atoms are in the mixture}

wmat(2)=l {1 oxygen atom is in the mixture}

CALLGSMIXT(19,'H2O',amix,zmix)dens)nb,wmat)

c) Example for definition of complicated mixtures (SOIL6 ,IAEA)

According to the Data Sheets the composition of the matrix of SOIL6 is the

following:

Al2O3-8.9%, CaO-22.9% Fe2O3-3.7%, K2O-2.9%, MgO-1.9%, Na2O-0.6%, SO3-

0.3%, SiO2-38.5%,TiO2-0.5%, loss on ignition-20.5%.

All these values are to be interpreted as weight proportions. GEANT handles only

"mixtures of elements", whereas the Data Sheet defines SOIL6 as a "mixture of

mixtures". Therefore the composition must be recalculated. The easiest way is to

express it in form of weight proportions

In the above composition of SOIL6 10 elements occur:

1 Aluminium

2 Oxygen (occurs in several composing compounds)

3 Calcium

4 Iron

5 Potassium

6 Magnesium
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7 Silicon

8 Sodium

9 Titanium

10 Hydrogen, (it is in the water, which makes out the rest)

Suppose that ws is the weight proportion of the i-the compound in SOIL6, and Wix is

the weight proportion of element X in the i-th compound. Then the weight proportion

of element X in SOIL6 is clearly:

i

The following program segment shows the definition of SOIL6, where the values in

the wmat: array were calculated manually with the described method,

dimension amix( 10),zmix( 10),wmat( 10)

zmix(l)=13 {1-Aluminium}

zmix(2)=8 {2 - Oxygen}

zmix(3)=20 {3 - Calcium}

zmix(4)=26 {4 - Iron}

zmix(5)=19 {5 - Potassium}

zmix(6)=12 {6 - Magnesium}

zmix(7)=14 {7 - Silicon}

zmix(8)=ll {8-Sodium}

zmix(9)=22 {9 - Titan}

zmix(10)=l {10-Hydrogen}

amix(l)=26

amix(2)=l 5.994

amix(3)=39.9625

amix(4)=55.9349

amix(5)=38.963

amix(6)=23.985

amix(7)=27.976
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amix(8)=22.989

amix(9)=47.947

amix( 10)= 1.00797

dens=l .21 {This was measured in the lab.}

nb=l0 {Positive number indicates weight proportions}

wmat(l)=0.04711

wmat(2)=0.51972

wmat(3)=0.1635

wmat(4)=0.02589

wmat(5)=0.0240

wmat(6)=0.0113

wmat(7)=0.1796

wmat(8)=0.00222

wmat(9)=0.002999

wmat(10)=0.02249

CALLGSMIXT(20;SOr,amix,zmix,dens,nb,wmat)

6.4 Event generation

a) Point source centred above the detector:

The geometry is assumed to be axially symmetric with a point source at a

distance rdei from the origin of the Master Reference System (MARS) (Fig. 22). In

the simulation photons are emitted randomly isotropically in the 4TT solid angle. This

has been accomplished with the following program segment:

dimension vert(3) {this will be the origin of the gammas}

cth=(l.-2*rndm())

sth=sqrt(l .-cth*cth+l .e-8)

phi=2.*acos(-l.)*rndm()
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The rndm( ) function of GEANT generates a random number equally

distributed in the interval (0,1). The first line transforms it to an equally distributed

random number in the (-1,1) interval, which is used later as the cosine of the polar

angle in a spherical co-ordinate system. Using this, the second line calculates the sine

of the same polar angle with the well known trigonometric formula (the l.e-8 is added

to avoid floating point operational errors due to numerical imprécisions). Finally, the

third line uses again the rndm() function to generate the evenly distributed asimuthal

angles in the (0,2) interval (note, that n =acos(-l.))

point source

Fig.22 Point source-detector geometry used in the simulations

Next, the momentum of the gamma-photon should be calculated:

plab(3)=elab*cth

plab(l)=elab*sth*cos(phi)

plab(2)=elab*sth*sin(phi)

Note, that GEANT internally uses a unit system, where the speed of light c=l (among

others) therefore for photons p=E . In the previous lines elab is the energy of the

photon (must be in GeV for GEANT). Finally, the vertex should be defined:

vert(l)=0-

vert(2)=0

vert(3)=rdet {the origin is defined in the MARS}

ipart=l {1-means gamma-photon}
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CALL GSVERT(vert,O,O,dummy,O,ivert) {Register the vertex}

CALL GSKINE(plab,ipart,ivert,dummy,O,nt) {call the event generation

routine}

b) Marinelli beaker geometry used for the simulation:

In the simulation we built up the Marinelli beaker from two TUBEs, which is

a standard system shape (See Fig.23, The numbers 1, 2 represent the Marinelli beaker,

D is the detector). The dimensions of the Marinelli beaker are stored in the 3-

dimensional arrays xyzhel and xyzhe2. For both of them the first co-ordinate gives the

inner radius, the second the outer radius and the third the half length of the

corresponding TUBE {helkz is the displacement of the center of the Marinelli beaker

from the origin of the Master co-ordinate system.)

Here not only a random direction should be generated, but also the positions of

the emitted gamma ray (the vertex) should be distributed evenly in an extended

source, (i.e. within the Marinelli beaker). To accomplish this the rejection method has

been used by including the following lines in the main program. The Descartes-co-

ordinates of the randomly generated emission point of the gamma ray are stored in the

array vert.

10 continue

vertdx=( 1 .-2. *mdm())*xyzhe 1 (2)

vertdy=(l .-2.*rndm())*xyzhel(2)

vert(l)=:vertdx

vert(2)=vertdy

vert(3)=helkz+(l.-2.*mdm0)*xyzhel(3)

vertro=sqrt(vertdx*vertdx+vertdy*vertdy)

if((vertro.lt.xyzhel(2)).and.(vertro.gt.xyzhel(l))) go to 12

if((vertro.lt.xyzhel(l)).and.(vert(3).gt.he2kz-xyzhe2(3))) go to 12

go to 10
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12 continue

The main idea behind the program is the following: First we generate an equally

distributed random number in a parallelepiped which contains the cylindrical beaker,

and then we reject those events where the point is not inside the beaker (the point is

tested if it is between the inner and outer radii of the tubes.)

M arinelli beaker

Fig.23 Marinelli beaker geometry used in the simulations

Naturally, this program part generates only the evenly distributed origins of the

gamma-particles. Additionally - with the program part shown previously - a random

direction should also be generated, in which the gamma-particle starts, and a CALL

has also to be made to the GEANT GSVERT and GSKINE subroutines to register and

generate the desired event.

c) Generating cascades of gamma-rays for coincidence studies

The following program segment should easily be understood after the previous

examples.

However, note the followings:

• Both gamma-rays are assigned to the same vertex (only one vertex is registered!)
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• There is no angular correlation between the generated quanta, both are randomly

distributed. In more sophisticated simulation the direction of the second gamma-

ray could depend on the direction of the first one according to the angular

correlation law. In our case - for the 60Co - only a weak angular correlation is

present according to the literature, (about 15%), and this has been neglected in the

simulation.

****** Define the position of the vertex **********************************

vert(l)=0

vert(2)=0

vert(3)=rdet

CALL GSVERT(vert,O,O,dummy,O,ivert) {Register the vertex}

********First gamma ray ( energy should be in GeV in GEANT ! )**************

elab=0.0011732 {This is E=l 173 keV, the first line of 60Co}

**************** Generating random direction ***************************

cth = l.-2.*rndm()

sth = sqrt(l .-cth*cth+l .e-8)

phi = 2.*acos(-l .)*rndm()

*************** Calculating the momentum projections *********************

plab(3) = elab*cth

plab(l) = elab*sth*cos(phi)

plab(2) = elab*sth*sin(phi)

ipart = 1

CALLGSKINE(plab,ipart,ivert,dummy,O,nt)

***************** Second gamma-ray ********************************

elab=0.0013325 {This is E=1333 keV, the second line of 60Co}

**************** Generating random direction ****************************

cth=l.-2.*rndm()

sth=sqrt(l-cth*cth+l.e-8)

phi=2.*acos(-l.)*rndm()
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*************** Calculating the momentum projections ********************

plab(3)=elab*cth

plab(l)=elab*sth*cos(phi)

plab(2)=elab*sth*sin(phi)

ipart=l

CALLGSKINE(plab,ipart,ivert,dummy,O,nt)

It is clear, that this way decay schemes of any complexity could be simulated (e.g

152Eu), but the program becomes also more complex, requesting more computing

time.

6.5 Construction of the spectra

GEANT internally keeps track of all important parameters of each particle in every

simulation step in the data structures which are also accessible to the user via the

COMMON blocks. After every step the program flow switches over to the GUSTEP

user-defined subroutine, where the necessary informations can be extracted. In our

case only the energy deposited in the detector material is important. Therefore we

declared a REAL variable LOSSEN, which is cleared at the beginning of each event,

and which is accumulating the energy deposited in the detector sensitive volume at

each simulation step. Therefore our subroutine GUSTEP contains (among others) the

following lines:

COMMON/GCTRAK/

COMMON/GCTMED/....

if (numed. eq. 13) lossen=lossen+destep

Here the variable destep is part of the GCTRAK common, and numed is part of the

GCTMED common. The sensitive volume of the detector has been defined in the

geometry definition phase as the 13-th tracking medium.
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Finally, after having fully processed an event (all particles, including

secondary particles are followed-up), the program calls the GUOUT user-defined

subroutine. At this point the variable Iossen is already filled, now the energy

deposited in the crystal should be digitalised and stored as a spectrum in a

multichannel analyser. Therefore an array, which is defined previously as INTEGER

hloss(4096) will be updated:

iloss=(lossen*1000-cal2)/call {this is the digitalisation}

if ((iloss.lt.4097).and.(iloss.gt.O)) hloss(iloss)=hloss(iloss)+l

{increment the channel content}

Here the energy calibration constants call and cal2 provide the control over the

digitalisation. They are defined as Energy (in MeV) =call*Channel +ca!2

At the very end, the content of this HLOSS array should be written out in a

file. This represents the final output of the simulation. (It turned out that it was

worthwhile to write out the spectrum not only at the very end, but also while the

program runs - say after every 1000 events generated. So the user can keep track of

the progress of the simulation)

6.6 Construction of the input files and using the Drawing package

Clearly, there are two categories of input data: ones which are needed by

GEANT directly, and others which are user-specific. GEANT provides standard input

routine called GFFGO, which can read the data in quite a versatile way. One input

record consists of a variable identifier (characters) and a list of numerical data to be

assigned to this variable. The variables can be listed in any order.

Concerning the user-specific variables, it should be noted that in principle

there is no need of reading these data from an input file, since they can be built

directly into the program. However, if all variables were built in the program, then the

program should be compiled every time when a variable should be changed.
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Therefore for practical reasons the frequently changed variables should be read-in

from an external file into the program.

We had two input files for every run: the first one contained data for the user

specific variables (output filename, gamma-ray energy, calibration factors, etc.), and

the second one the GEANT-specific variables (number of events to be generated,

random number seed, energy cuts, etc.). This latter was read-in by GFFGO.

To check whether a geometry definition was correct, there was a selectable

option to request GEANT to draw the whole arrangement together with the tracks of a

few events generated. This drawing was accomplished constructing a PostScript file,

which could be printed out by an appropriate printer. Some of these Figures are shown

in this dissertation at various places.
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7 Results and discussion

7.1 Spectral shape comparison

The first question was if the GEANT code could be applied at all to simulate response

of Ge semiconductor detectors for gamma-rays.

Therefore a very simple simulation has been made for HPGe detectors (coaxial

and HPGe LO-AX). In the program only a simple detector (a cylindrical bulk of Ge)

and a 60Co point source were included, the components of the environment (shielding,

housing, etc.) were neglected. Secondly, a more complex simulation has been made,

where all the shielding, housing, etc. were included in the program.

Figure 24 shows the following spectra:

• Simulation, using 60Co point source at 4.9 cm from the top of detector cristal. The

low background detector chamber has been neglected.

• The same as before, but the low background chamber detector has also been built

in the program.

• Measured spectrum of 60Co point source, where the source was at 4.9 cm from

the top of the detector. The measurement has been performed with a HPGe LO-

AX detector at Brunei University.

From this first comparison of the measured spectrum shape with the simulated

spectrum shape the following can be concluded

• the whole spectrum can be well modelled (simulated) with the GEANT MC code,

not only the full-energy peak.

• the low background chamber around the detector has to be built in the program, if

the spectral shapes are important
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Fig.24 Comparison of simulated and measured ^ C o spectrum shapes

This gives the first hint that GEANT can be used with success in the determination of

detector efficiencies with complicated material and geometry.

7.2 Efficiency curve for point source

The next step in the validation was to compare simulated efficiency values

with measured ones in a relatively simple experimental set-up, where the self-

absorption and coincidence effect are neglected. In this case the detector (Example

HPGe POP-TOP) and point source at 15 cm distance from the top of the detector have

been built in. (Note in this case the inactive (dead) layer in the Ge detector had a 0.08

cm value, as precisely given in the Data Sheet of the detector) The simulation has

been made for various energies between 50-2000 keV. For every energy 106 events

have been simulated started isotropically in all the 4n solid angle. For each full energy
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peak in the simulated spectrum the full-energy peak efficiency, r|(E) was determined

from

(32)

where N(E) is the number of counts in the peak of the simulated spectrum at energy E,

and No is the number of primary photons generated in the Monte Carlo simulation

For the comparison experimental efficiency values have been used which were

measured previously [38]. Table 2 and Figure 25 show the simulated and measured

efficiency values



Fig.25 Comparison of simulated and measured efficiency curve for
point sources nsingHPGe POP-TOP detector (Source-detector

distance 15 cm) Note: inactiv Ge=0,08 cm
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Table 2

E(keV)

59

122

356

609.3

661.5

768

898

937

1173

1333

1505

1764

1836

Measured efficiency

values

0.00205

0.00488

0.00213

0.00127

0.00119

0.00102

0.000868

0.000830

0.000673

0.00597

0.000543

0.000474

0.000446

Simulated efficiency

values

0.00321

0.00556

0.00263

0.00162

0.00148

0.00132

0.00114

0.00113

0.000884

0.000811

0.000745

0.000639

0.000598

Simulated/

Measured

1.566

1.139

1.235

1.276

1.244

1.294

1.313

1.361

1.314

1.358

1.372

1.348

1.341

From Figure 25 and from the data shown in Table 2 it is clear, that there is a

discrepancy between the simulated and measured values. It seems, that the GEANT3

efficiency values overestimate the measured values by about 30 % (slightly dependant

on the energy too). The question is, what is the origin of this discrepancy ?

a) Can the GEANT3 simulation program be used for our work ?

b) Are our measurements adequate ?

c) Is the detector geometry correct in the ORTEC Data Sheet ?
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a) Because the GEANT3 MC code has been written especially for high-energy

physics, it was not sure that the program could estimate acceptably the efficiency

values in the low energy region. With other words, it was not obvious that the

interaction cross-sections (especially for the photoelectric effect) built in the code

were adequate for such low energy photons as 50 keV or so. Therefore from the

GEANT source code (received from CERN) the formula for the calculation of the

total cross section of photoelectric effect has been extracted and tested. This formula

was described in chapter 5.3.3.

Using this formula a small FORTRAN program was written, which directly calculated

the cross-sections for Ge in the energy range 50-2000 keV. From the cross sections

the linear attenuation coefficients D(cnr') were calculated according to the following

formula:

I (33)

where NA Avogadro number

p = 5.35 g/cm3 (Ge density)

a (Z, Ey) photoelectric cross section

A = 72.6 atomic mass for Ge

Z = 32 atomic number

Ey gamma-ray energy

These calculated linear attenuation coefficients were compared with some measured

linear attenuation coefficient values, published in the literature (see Fig.5 chapter 2.2)

For demonstration of the goodness of the calculations just 3 values are

presented in Table 3
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Table 3

E(keV)

50

100

200

Calculated

I (cm-1)

14.56

1.85

0.24

Measured

Z (cm-1)

14.69

1.9

0.24

From these results we concluded that the discrepancy could not come from the

cross sections of the GEANT3 MC code.

In order to confirm the previous conclusions, the simulated and measured Peak

area(P)/Compton area(C) ratio (R) for different source-detector distances has been

also compared. Peak/Compton ratios have been calculated using the XINSPEC for

Windows program [39]. The following formula has been used in our calculations

R=P/C (34)

C=Int.-V-P,-P2

where Pi

?2

V

first peak area (for 1173.2 keV)

second peak area (for 1333.5 keV)

area of the backscatter peak

Int. total area of the spectrum

C Compton area

For the calculations 6 spectra (measured and simulated) that are presented in Fig.26,

and 27 have been used.

Fig.26 shows the 60Co measured spectra at 3 different distances. The measurements

have been made with HPGe LO-AX detector with Be window at Brunei University.

Fig.27 shows the 60Co simulated spectra, at 3 different distances. The simulations

have been made at Brunei University.
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Fig.26 Measured *°Co spectra at 3 different distances
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Fig.27 Simulated *°Co spectra at 3 different distances
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Table 4 shows the calculated Peak to Compton ratios. The same agreement has been

obtained for HPGe POP-TOP detector.

Table 4

Source-detector

distance

0 cm

4.9 cm

5.8 cm

Measured

P/C

0.2126

0.2047

0.211

Simulated

P/C

0.26181

0.2219

0.214

Simulated/

Measured (P/C)

1.231

1.084

1.014

There is a significant deviation between the measured and the simulated values only

in the 0 cm case. The deviations in the other two cases are less than 10% and can be

attributed to the statistical uncertainty in the simulation. For the 0 cm case the cause

of the difference can be found if the measured and simulated spectra are enlarged and

compared, as presented in Fig.28.

Counts

8.00
E+01

6.00
E+01

4.00
E+01

2.00
E+01

0.00
E+00

Source at the top of the (HPGe LO-AX)
detector

I
1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400

Channels

Fig.28 Comparison of simulated and measured 60Co spectra
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It is clear, that the shape of the measured spectrum is different from the simulated one

especially in the high energy region. This difference can be explained with the pile-up

effect that occurred during the measurement because of the very high counting rate.

This distorting effect causes that the higher energy part of the spectrum is suppressed,

which result in a lower Peak to Compton ratio.

Finally it can be concluded, that also the Compton effect cross sections are

correctly built into GEANT.

b) All the measured efficiency values for standard point sources positioned at 15

cm from the top of the HPGe coaxial detector had already been previously published

[38]. These measurements were performed with standard (OMH) point sources at INT

of TU Budapest. These measurements were part of a series of international

intercomparison measurements, where good results have been achieved. This

confirmed that the measured efficiency values were correct.

c) Finally, to resolve the discrepancy between the measured and simulated efficiency

values the only possible solution is, that our detector has some parameters different

from those stated in the ORTEC Data Sheet.

• The dead layer of the detector could have a higher influence on the efficiency

values at low energy region. Therefore a series of simulations has been made with

different dead layer dimensions. Comparing the measured and the calculated

efficiency values using different dead layer dimensions the previously seen -30 %

discrepancy did not disappear. This can well be observed in Figure 29.



Fig.29 Point source measured and simulated efficiency curves with
different detector dead layer dimension for HPGe POP TOP detectoi
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Secondly, the dimensions of the inactive volume (iv) in the Ge crystal could also

have an influence on the efficiency values. A series of calculations has been made

to determine the extent of this influence. In Figure 30 inactive volume dimensions

are shown. These are unfortunately not precise in the detector Data Sheet. We had

to take the values from an ORTEC catalogue [45].

Fig.30 Structure and dimensions of HPGe POP-TOP detector

Knowing the detector and inactive volume diameters the corresponding areas can

be easily calculated:

r(det) = 2.88 cm

r(iv) = 0.4 cm

F,=7ir(det)2 = 26.058 cm2

= 0.5026 cm2

(35)

(36)

The inactive volume area is only F2/F, = 1.9 % of the total detector area. To explain

the 30% discrepancy in the efficiency values the inactive volume diameter should be

about 4 times as large as in the catalogue (r(iv) = 1.59 cm.). We think that this

possibility can be ruled out, because there can be no such big deviation from the

standard values.
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The next possibility is, that the detector diameter is different from the one stated in

the Data Sheet. Therefore a series of simulation have been made with different

detector diameters. After having compared the simulated and measured efficiency

values,. D = 5.2 cm has been found as the best value for the diameter of the HPGe

coaxial detector. With this diameter the agreement between the simulated and

measured efficiency values is satisfactory in the whole energy range between 50-

2000 keV. (see Table 5 and Fig.31)

Table 5

E(keV)

59.540

122.06

356.01

609.3

661.6

768.4

834.8

937.4

1173.2

1332.5

1764.05

1836.06

Simulated

efficiency

2.00E-03

4.034E-03

2.13E-03

1.23E-0.

1.15E-03

9.97E-04

9.65E-04

8.13E-04

7.03E-04

6.00E-04

4.79E-04

4.5E-04

Measured

efficiency

2.04E-03

4.88E-03

2.13E-03

1.27E-03

1.19E-03

1.02E-03

9.68E-04

8.3E-04

6.73E-04

5.97E-04

4.74E-04

4.46E-04

Ratio of the

simulated and

measured

efficiency

0.98

0.889

1.00

0.969

0.966

0.977

0.997

0.980

1.045

1.005

1.001

1.009



Fig.31 Simulated and measured efficiency curve using standard point
sources at 15 cm from the detector cryostat.Detector type HPGe POP-TOP
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These results revealed a problem of the determination of efficiency values

with simulation: namely, the effective dimension of the detector must be known quite

precisely. This is not easy to determine, it needs some effort and takes some time.

However, this should be made only once for a given detector in a laboratory.

Afterwards the simulation can be used also in more complicated cases, for example

where self absorption plays an important role and therefore direct efficiency

measurements are difficult or not feasible.

The same algorithm described above has been applied for HPGe LO-AX

detector or can be applied to any other detector.

7.3 Coincidence correction

Fig.26, and 27 show the measured and simulated spectra of a 60Co point-source,

where the source was positioned at three distances from the beryllium window, 0 cm,

(on the top of the detector), and at 4.9 and 5.8 cm. The measurements were taken with

HPGe LO-AX detector, at Brunei University. The measured and simulated

coincidence peak areas have been determined. They are presented in Table 6. The

following notation has been introduced:

S represents the sum peak area (coincidence)

P represents the sum of the first+second peak areas (respectively for energy

1173.5 and 1333.5 keV)

Table 6

Source-detector

distance

Ocm

4.9 cm

Measured

S/P

0.013

0.0019

Simulated

S/P

0.0182

0.0023

Simulated/

Measured (S/P)

1.401

1.25
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One should note the following:

• The shape of the 0 cm measured spectrum is somewhat distorted as mentioned

above, (because of pile-up effect), therefore the coincidence peak lying in the high

energy region is slightly suppressed. This explains the deviation for this case from

the calculated value.

• The simulation is quite time-consuming, therefore only 1 million events (2 million

gamma-rays) were generated, which result in relatively poor statistics in the

coincidence sum peak. Therefore its statistical uncertainty is large.

• General coincidence correction formula will not be given here, because for every

isotope the actual decay structure has an influence on the coincidence correction.

This is exactly why we think that it is a better way to determine the coincidence

corrections using simulations (for example using GEANT) because here the

specific information can be exactly built in the program.

7.4 Self-absorption correction

As mentioned already, the experimental determination of the detector

efficiency with calibrated sources is usually easier and more accurate than with

calculations. However, there are cases when it is not possible either because no

calibration sources are available, or they can not be prepared. Generally, for

environmental samples the preparation of an identical standard source is usually not

possible. In such a situation calculations (simulations) have to be used.

Therefore a series of simulations has been made with samples like AIR,

WATER in the Marinelli beaker. Additionally, as described before, a hypothetical

radioactive material was evenly "mixed" with the matrix. It means that the events

were generated evenly distributed within the Marinelli beaker, and the gamma-rays

had to pass through the matrix before hitting the detector. In the simulations the

gamma-energy range 50-2000 keV was covered. In Figure 32 the efficiency curves for
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AIR and WATER are compared. From Figure 32 the influence of the self-absorption

effect can be clearly observed.

In Fig.33 the simulated and measured efficiency values for WATER are

compared in the whole energy interval, between the 50-2000 keV. Note, the excellent

agreement between the simulation and the measurement. Here the detector dimensions

obtained with the adjustment process described for the point-source efficiency

determination (see above) have been used, but no more adjustment was necessary.

This is a nice evidence that the derived detector dimensions are correct also for more

complex experimental situations.

Next the self-absorption of a complicated mixture has been treated. For

materials like SOIL6 it is very hard to prepare standards for two reasons

• the self-absorption of low energy photons can not be neglected

• the activity of the environmental material is very low, and the counting takes long

time

Comparing the simulated WATER and SOIL 6 efficiency values the following

conclusions can be made:

• The values are very similar in the whole energy range, the small differences

between them can be neglected.

In Table 7 all the simulated and measured values are presented. Fig.34 shows the

simulated efficiency values for AIR, SOIL 6 and WATER in the Marinelli beaker.

A series of simulations has been made with SOIL6 material in Marinelli

beaker changing the material densities. These results can be seen in the Figure below.

(Note From the Fig.35 result Fig.36)



Fig.32 Comparison of simulated WATER and AIR efficiency curve using
as sample in Marinelli beaker with HPGe POP-TOP detector



tjicevj

Fig.33 Comparison of simulated and measured efficiency curve using as
sample WATER in Marinelli beaker and HPGe POP TOP detector



Fig.34 Simulated efficiency curve of AIR, SOIL6 and WATER with
densities: 0; 1.21; 1 in MarineUi beaker on HPGe POP-TOP detector
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Table 7

E(keV)

46.5

63.4

92.8

143

186.2

276

295.2

352

356

609

661.5

867

1120.2

1173.5

1332.5

1764

1836.2

2000

2204

AIR

Simulated

efficiency

p=0

g/cm^

7.39E-03

2.28E-02

4.49E-02

5.05E-02

4.48E-02

3.21E-02

2.97E-02

2.47E-02

2.42E-02

1.44E-02

1.33E-02

1.04E-02

8.45E-03

8.04E-03

7.32E-03

5.62E-02

5.5E-03

5.04E-03

4.54E-03

SOIL 6

Simulated

efficiency

p= 1.21

g/cm^

4.34E-03

1.53E-02

3.37E-02

4.03E-02

3.63E-02

2.66E-02

2.49E-02

2.08E-02

2.07E-02

1.26E-02

1.18E-02

9.47E-03

7.55E-03

7.36E-03

6.54E-03

5.12E-03

5.09E-03

4.69E-03

4.23E-03

WATER

Simulated

efficiency

p = l

g/cm^

5.93E-03

1.8E-02

3.59E-02

4.26E-02

3.8E-02

2.71 E-02

2.49E-02

2.1 E-02

2.1 E-02

1.31 E-02

1.21 E-02

9.62E-03

7.66E-03

7.43E-03

6.7E-03

5.19E-03

5.0E-03

4.63E-03

4.2E-03

WATER

Measured

efficiency

p = l

g/cm^

3.26E-02

4.35E-02

4.49E-02

2.75E-02

2.63E-02

2.24E-02

2.2E-02

1.34E-02

1.25E-02

9.92E-03

8.01 E-03

7.69E-03

6.85E-03

5.06E-03

4.8E-03

4.26E-03

3.66E-03

WATER

Sim./Meas.

1.01

0.979

0.846

0.985

0.947

0.938

0.955

0.978

0.968

0.970

0.956

0.966

0.978

1.026

1.042

1.087

1.148



3
Fig.35 Simulated efficiencies relative to p = 1 g /cm width different densities

of SOIL6 sample in Marinelli beaker on HPGe POP-TOP detector
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Finally, our results with the samples of different density can be compared to the

values estimated by the empirical method of Appleby (see Chapter 3.4.4). Using his

formula (29)

r\ = Tieff e-ic^m;v =r|eff e-k^m

the curves on Figure 36 can be described as:

(29)

(37)

introducing the k=K/V value this can be rewritten as

= C | e - C 2 p (38)

Fitting the data with a first degree exponential the values of C| and C2 can be

determined for each energy. This can be compared to Appleby's estimation: C2=kV\i.

The value of the geometrical factor k for our Marinelli beaker has been found to be

k = 0.00244, V=400 cm3. Here should be noted that the p. used by Appleby is the

mass-absorption coefficient, which is related to the |ax linear attenuation coefficient by

H = \ijp .Using this equation the value of u can be calculated knowing the linear

attenuation oefficient values for energy interval between 50-2000 keV (these were as

well measured as calculated for SOIL6, 1.21 g/cm3 density). The following Table 8

shows the C2 values resulting from a fit to the GEANT simulated data and the

corresponding C2 values calculated after the algorithm of Appleby. The excellent

agreement is obvious.

Table 8

E(keV)

186 keV

275.6 keV

1173keV

0.16

0.15

0.074

C2 calculated

by GEANT

0.159

0.144

0.082.

C2 calculated by

Appleby

0.156

0.146

0.071
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8 Summary

A systematic study involving two different detector systems, several sources

and sample matrices has been presented to prove that the GEANT3 Monte Carlo code

is suitable to use for the computational determination of Ge semiconductor detector's

efficiencies for low-energy gamma spectroscopy. It has been shown that the code is

well performing if the correct detector dimensions are input in the program. Therefore

it should not be used without preceding validation procedure, which means a

comparison of the calculated efficiencies with measured efficiencies in a simple

(point-source) geometry. Since the method is quite sensitive to the detector

dimensions, this feature can even be used to test whether the absolute dimension of

the detector crystal corresponds to the specifications in the Data Sheet. For treating

extended sources in Marinelli geometry the self-absorption of the sources are also

correctly taken into account even with complex mixtures. For the case of the 60Co it

has been shown that the code is suitable to include coincidence corrections too.

However, in comparing to the experimental results care has to be taken to avoid

spectrum-distorting pile-up effect. Finally it has been shown, that the simple method

of Appleby et al. for calculating self-absorption correction is also in agreement with

the simulation results.
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10 Figure Captions

[I] Photoelectric absorption

[2] Compton scattering

[3] Electron-energy distribution for Compton scattering

[4] Pair production

[5] Linear attenuation coefficient of germanium

[6] Energy band diagrams

[7] p-n junction

[8] Schematic of electronic system for a semiconductor detector

[9] Configuration of various coaxial detectors

[10] Cascade gamma-rays

[II] Marinelli beaker used by Appleby in our theoretical calculations

[12] HPGe coaxial detector arrangement

[13] HPGe LO_AX detector arrangement

[14] HPGe POP_TOP detector and point source arrangement

[15] HPGe LO_AX detector and point source arrangement

[16] HPGe POP_TOP detector arrangement with Marinnelli beaker

[17] HPGe LO_AX detector arrangement with Marinnelli beaker

[18] Spectrum part of SOIL6 sample in Marinelli beaker measured with HPGe

LO_AX detector

[19] Cascade decay scheme of 60Co

[20] GEANT system shapes (BOX, TUBE)

[21 ] Nested tree structure for HPGe coaxial detector with Marinelli beaker

[22] Point source-detector geometry used in the simulations

[23] Marinelli beaker-detector geometry used in the simulations

[24] Comparison of simulated and measured 60Co spectrum shapes

[25] Comparison of simulated and measured efficiency curve for point-sources

[26] Measured 60Co spectra at 3 different distances
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[27] Simulated 60Co spectra at 3 different distances

[28] Comparison of simulated and measured 60Co spectra

[29] Point source measured and simulated efficiency curves with different dead layer

dimensions

[30] Structure and dimensions of HPGe POP-TOP detector

[31] Simulated and measured efficiency curve using standard point sources

[32] Simulated AIR and WATER efficiency curve

[33] Comparison of simulated and measured efficiency curve using as sample

WATER

[34] Simulated efficiency curves of AIR, SOIL6 and WATER

[35] Simulated efficiencies relative to p = lg/cm3 with different densities of SOIL6

sample

[36] Relative efficiency in function of density using SOIL6 as sample
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Appendix

An example program is listed below that has been used for extended sources geometry

simulations. My own developments are emphasize by bold face character.

program main

C Program Marineli+Soil+HpGe Pop-Top Det
parameter (ng=100000,nh= 10000)
common/PAWC/h(nh)
common/GCBANK/q(ng)
common /CDRAW/idraw,iflag
common /myevent/ inum,elab,call ,cal2
common /mygeom/ thm,rdet
common/filen/ CHIST
CHARACTER*80 CHFILES,CHFILE,CHFILE1,CHIST
COMMON/GCDRAW/

NUMNOD,MAXNOD,NUMND 1 ,LEVVER,LEVHOR,MAXV,IPICK,
+

MLEVV,MLEVH,NWCUT,JNAM,JMOT,JXON,JBRO,JDUP,JSCA,JDVM,JPSM,
+ JNAM1 ,JMOT 1 ,JXON 1 ,JBRO 1, JDUP1 ,JSCA 1, JULEV, JVLEV,
+ LOOKTB(16),
+ GRMAT0(10),GTRAN0(3),IDRNUM,GSIN(41),GCOS(41),SINPSI,COSPSI,
+ GTHETA,GPHI,GPSI,GU0,GV0,GSCU,GSCV,NGVIEW,
+ ICUTFL,ICUT,CTHETA,CPHI,DCUT,NSURF,ISURF,
+ GZUA,GZVA,GZUB,GZVB,GZUC,GZVC,PLTRNX,PLTRNY,
+

LINATT,LINATP,ITXATT)ITHRZ,IPRJ,DPERS,ITR3D,IPKHIT,IOBJ,LINBUF,
+ MAXGU,MORGU,MAXGS,MORGS,MAXTU,MORTU,MAXTS,MORTS,
+ IGU,IGS,ITU,ITS,NKVIEW,IDVIEW>

+ NOPEN,IGMR)IPIONS,ITRKOP,IHIDEN,
+ DDUMMY(18)

READ(5,1000)CHFILE
CALL CONSTRUCT(CHFILES,CHFILE,'.log',ILEN)

******** Change over output to log file *********************
OPEN(6,FILE=CHFILES5STATUS=TJNKNOWN')
CALL CONSTRUCT(CHFILES,CHFILE,' \ILEN)
WRITE(6,999)

999 FORMAT($,'#Input file=')
WRITE(6,1009) (CHFILES(I:I),I=1 ,ILEN)

1009 FORMAT(80A1)
1000 FORMAT(A80)
****** construct the other output filenames*********************

CALLCONSTRUCT(CHIST,CHFILES/.hsf,ILEN)
CALL CONSTRUCT(CHFILEl,CHFILES,'.ps ',ILEN)

********************* Reading-in user draw- and event controls *******
997 FORMAT('#Input file for GEANT standard data :', 10A4)

read(5,1000)CHFILES
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CALL CONSTRUCT(CHFILE,CHFILES,' \ILEN)
WRITE(6,1009) (CHFILE(I:I),I= 1 ,ILEN)

996 FORMAT( '# IDRAW=',I2)
read(5,*)idraw
WRITE(6,996) idraw

995 FORMAT('# Gamma-ray energy in MeV :',F 10.4)
read(5,*) elab
WRITE(6,995) elab

************** for GEANT it must be converted to GeV : *****************
elab=elab/1000.

• • • ^• • #• • si*++• ̂ 'KH*• • • t*P5idinf in detector distance /̂ *̂m̂

read(5,*) rdet
******************* reacjing in calibration constants *******

read(5,*)call,cal2
990 format(2F10.5)

inum=l
********** N o w c n a n g e o v e r t 0 GEANT standard data file ****************

open (5,file =CHFILE, status = 'unknown')
****** o p e n t h e p o s t c j p t fjje *********************

IF(IDRAW.EQ.1)THEN
open (l,file =CHFILE1,status = 'unknown',form -formatted')
ELSE
OPEN (1 ,FILE='GEANT.scr',status='unknown',form='formatted')
ENDIF

* allocate memory for ZEBRA and HBOOK
call gzebra(ng)
call hlimit(-nh)

* initialize the graphics system (optional)
call hplint(O)
call hplcap(-l)
open(l l,file = 'GEANT.track'.status = 'unknown')

* initialization phase
call uginit

* processing phase
call grun

* termination phase
call uglast

C do 99 i= 1,3
C if (idraw .eq. 1) write(l,1000)
C99 continue
C1000 format('showpage')

end
*******************************************************************

SUBROUTINE CONSTRUCT(CRES,CIN,CHADD,ILEN)
CHARACTER*80 CRES,CIN,CHIN
CHARACTER*4 CHADD
CHIN=CIN
DO 1 1=1,80
K=81-I
IF((CHIN(K:K).NE.' ().AND.(CHIN(K:K).NE.CHAR(0))) GOTO 2
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1 CONTINUE
2 CHIN(K+1:K+4)=CHADD

ILEN=K+4
IF(ILEN.GT.8O) ILEN=80
DO 41=1,80

4 CRES(I:I)=''
DO5I=1,ILEN

5 CRES(I:I)=CHIN(I:I)
RETURN
END
subroutine UGINIT
real amix(10),zmix(10),wmat(10)
common

/GCLIST/NHSTA,NGET,NSAVE,NSETS,NPRIN,NGEOM,NVIEW,
+ NPLOT,NSTAT,LHSTA(20),LGET(20),LSAVE(20),LSETS(20),
+ LPRIN(20),LGEOM(20),LVIEW(20),LPLOT(20),LSTAT(20)

common/GCRZl/NR£CRZ,NRGET,NRSAVE,LRGET(20),LRSAVE(20)
common /GCRZ2/RZTAGS
common /CDRAW/idraw,iflag
CHARACTER*8 RZTAGS(4)

** initialize GEANT variables
call GINIT

* read data cards
call gffgo

* initialize data structures
call gzinit

* initialize drawing package
call gdinit
iflag=O

* open I/O buffers
if(nrget.gt. 0) then

* fetch permanent data structures
call grfile(l,'mygeom.datV')
call grin('init',O,'')
call grend(l)
else

* define standard particle and material data
* data for Ge crystals

amix(l)= 72.61000
zmix(l) = 32.
dens = 5.33
nb = -l
wmat(l)= 1.
call gsmixt( 17)

tGER',amix,zmix,dens,nb,wmat)
* data for SOIL6 (IAEA)

amix(l)=13
amix(2)=15.994
amix(3)=39.9625
amix(4)=55.9349
amix(5)=38.963
amix(6)=23.985
amix(7)=27.976
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amix(8)=22.989
amix(9)=47.947
amix(10)=l.00797
zmix(l)=13
zmix(2)=8
zmix(3)=20
zmix(4)=26
zmix(5)=19
zmix(6)=12
zmix(7)=14
zmix(8)=ll
zmix(9)=22
zmix(10)=l
dens=1.21
nb=10
wmat(l)=0.04711
wmat(2)=0.51972
wmat(3)=0.1635
wmat(4)=0.02589
wmat(5)=0.0240
wmat(6)=0.0113
wmat(7)=0.1796
wmat(8)=0.00222
wmat(9)=0.002999
wmat(10)=0.02249
call gsmixt(20,'SOI',amix,zmix,dens,nb,wmat)
call gpmate(O)
call gpart
call gmate

define the geometrical set-up
call ugeom
call ggclos
endif
if(nrsave .gt. 0) then
save permanent data structures
call grfile(2/mysave.dat7U')
callgrout('INIT,l,")
call grend(2)
endif

compute cross-sections and energy loss tables
call gphysi

initialize standard histograms
if (nhsta .gt. 0) call gbhsta
end
subroutine UGEOM
common /CDRAW/idraw,iflag
realdummy(l),xyzdet(3),xyzovr(3),xyzcpb(3),xyzccu(3),xyzcfe(3),

+ xyzfeh(3),xyzpbh(3),xyzckl(3),xyzcuh(3),xyzck(3),xyzfur(3),
+ xyzerz(3),xyzde2(3)

common/marinelli/helkz,he2kz,xyzhel(3),xyzhe2(3)
common /mygeom/thm,rdet

data x}-zdet/0.000,2.6,2.18/
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data xyzde2/0.000,2.5,2.18/
data xyzerz/0.000,2.6,0.05/
data xyzfeh/0.000,10.00,4.00/
data xyzpbh/0.000,10.00,0.10/
data xyzcuh/0.000,10.00,0.05/
data xyzck/0.000,3.5,6.75/
data xyzckl/0.000,3.373,6.623/
data xyzfur/0.000,0.40,1.500/
data xyzovr/39.95,39.95,39.95/
data xyzcpb/40.25,40.25,40.25/
data xyzccu/40.05,40.05,40.05/
data xyzcfe/48.25,48.25,48.25/
helkz=-24.2
he2kz=-20.325
xyzhel(l)=3.83
xyzhel(2)=5.5
xyzhel(3)=5.5
xyzhe2(l)=0
xyzhe2(2)=3.83
xyzhe2(3)=1.625

***************** Calling parameters of ssvolu **********************

* 1 - Volume identification name (4 characters )
* 2 - System shape name (4 characters !)
* 3 - Tracking medium number (volume reference number)
* 4 - Array containing shape parameters
* 5 - Number of such parameters (if 0, can be defined later)
* 6 - Number returned by the system (.LE.O means error)
****************************************************************

call gsvolu('CNFE7BOX ',l,xyzcfe,3,ivoll)
call gsvolu('FEH 7TUBE1,2,xyzfeh,3,ivol2)
call gsvoluCCNPBVBOX ?,3,xyzcpb,3,ivol3)
call gsvolu('PBH ',TUBE',4,xyzpbh,3,ivol4)
call gsvoluCCNCUVBOX ',5,xyzccu,3,ivol5)
call gsvolu('CUH I,lTUBE1,6,xyzcuh,3,ivol6)
call gsvolu('OVER','BOX ',7,xyzovr,3,ivol7)
callgsvolu(lHENlI,ITUBE',8,xyzhel,3,ivol8)
callgsvolu(IHEN2l,ITUBE',9,xyzhe2,3,ivol9)
call gsvolu('CK VTUBE',10,xyzck ,3,ivoll0)
call gsvolu('CKL VTUBE',1 l,xyzckl,3,ivoll 1)
call gsvoluCGDET'/TUBE1,12,xyzdet,3,ivol 12)
call gsvolu('DE2 I,TUBE',13)xyzde2)3,ivoll3)
call gsvolu('ERZ f,TUBEI,14,xyzerz,3,ivoll4)
call gsvoluCFUR l,ITUBEl,15,xyzfur,3,ivoll5)

***************** Calling parameters of gstmed *********************

C Parameters: 1 - tracking medium number
C 2 - tracking medium name
C 3 - material number filling the volume
C 4 - sensitivity (>0 corresponds to a detector)
C 5 - magnetic field flag (0 -> no magnetic field)
C 6 - max. field in kilogauss
C 7 - max. angular deviation per step due to field (degree)
C 8 - max. step permitted (cm)
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C 9 - max. fractional energy loss in one step (0,1)
C 10- boundary crossing precision (cm)
C 11- min. step due to energy loss or else (cm)
C 12- array of additional user parameters
C 13- number of additional user parameters

| c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;

calIgstmed(l,lCNFE$',10,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
call gstmed(2,'FEH $',15,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
callgstmed(3,'CNPB$',13,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
call gstmed(4,TBH $f,15,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
callgstmed(5,'CNCU$f,ll,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
call gstmed(6,'CUH $f,15,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
callgstmed(7,'OVER$',15,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
calIgstmed(8,'HENl$f,20,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
callgstmed(9,'HEN2$',20,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
call gstmed(10,'CK $',9,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
call gstmed(ll,'CKL $\15,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
callgstmed(12,tGDET$',17,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
call gstmed(13,'DE2 $>,17,l,0,0Ml.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
call gstmed(14,'ERZ $',17,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)
call gstmed(15,'FUR $\17,0,0,0.,l.,l.,0.005,0.1,0.001,dummy,0)

t h e TOtrltlOTl TT13tT*lCCS

(all angles are in degrees and in the original system)
1 - IROT rotation matrix identification number
2 - THETA1 polar angle for axis I
3 - PHI1 azimutal angle for axis I
4 - THETA2 polar angle for axis II
5 - PHI2 azimutal angle for axis II
6 - THETA3 polar angle for axis III
7 - PHI3 azimutal angle for axis III
*************************

C call gsrotm(l, 0.,0.,90.,-90.,90.,0.)
*************** Calling parameters of gspos ***************************
* 1 - Volume identification name (same as in gsvolu)
* 2 - Volume number
* 3 - Mother's name (name of the volume containing the actual)
* 4 ,5,6 - x,y,z of the volume center in the mother's
* reference system
* 7 - Rotation matrix number defining the orientation of the
* volume in the mother's reference system
* 8 - 'ONLY' - search continues only downwards ,
* 'MANY' - all volumes are also searched (overlapping)

****************************
Calculate distance of detector centre
********

rdet2=rdet
**********************************************************

call gspos(TEH f^,fCNFE',0^0.,-44.25,0,tONLYf)
caIlgspos(tCNPBl^,'CNFE',0.,0.,0.,0,'ONLY')
call gspos('PBH ',4,fCNPBf,0.,0.,-40.15,0,IONLY')
callgspos('CNCU\5,'CNPB',0.,0.,0.,0,fONLY')
call gspos('CUH •,6,'CNCU',0.,0.,-40.0,<VONLY')
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calIgspos('OVER',7,'CNCU1,0.,0.,0.,0,tONLYf)
call gspos('HENlf,8,'OVER',0.,0.,helkz,0,'ONLY')
caIlgspos('HEN2',9,'OVER',0.,0.,he2kz,0,'ONLY')
call gspos('CK ',10,'OVER',0.,0.,-28.70,0,'ONLYf)
call gspos('CKL ',11,'CK ',0.,0.,0.,0,'ONLY1)
call gspos('GDET',12,'CKL ',0.,0.,4.043,0,'ONLY')
call gspos('DE2 l,13,'GDETl,0.,0.,0.,0,tONLYl)
call gspos('ERZ ',14,'CKL ',0.,0.,6.273,0,'ONLY1)
call gspos('FUR \15,'DE2 ',0.,0.,-0.68,0,'ONLY')

*******************************************
call gpvolu(O)
call gptmed(o)

* thm = atan(xyzdet(2)/rdet)
thm =acos(-l.)
return
end

********************************************************************
subroutine gukine
real dummy(l),vert(3),plab(3),proj(10),pp(13)
COMMON/GCDRAW/

NUMNOD,MAXNOD,NUMND 1 ,LEVVER,LEVHOR,MAXV,IPICK,
MLEVV,MLEVH,NWCUT,JNAM,JMOT)JXON,JBRO,JDUP,JSCA,JDVM,JPSM,

+ JNAM1 ,JMOT 1, JXON1, JBRO1, JDUP1, JSC A1, JULEVJVLEV,
+ LOOKTB(16),
+ GRMAT0(10),GTRAN0(3),IDRNUM,GSIN(41),GCOS(41),SINPSI,COSPSI,
+ GTHETA,GPHI,GPSI,GUO,GVO,GSCU,GSCV,NGVIEW,
+ ICUTFL,ICUT,CTHETA,CPHI,DCUT,NSURF,ISURF,
+ GZUA,GZVA,GZUB>GZVB,GZUC,GZVC,PLTRNX,PLTRNY,

LINATT,LINATP,ITXATT,ITHRZ,IPRJ,DPERS,ITR3D,IPKHIT,IOBJ,LINBUF,
+ MAXGU,MORGU,MAXGS,MORGS,MAXTU,MORTU,MAXTS,MORTS,
+ IGU,IGS,ITU,ITS,NKVIEW,IDV1EW,
+ NOPEN,IGMR,IPIONS,ITRKOP,IHIDEN,
+ DDUMMY(18)

EQUI VALENCE(SINP S I,proj( 1 )),(GRM AT0( 1 ),pp( 1))
common /myevent/ inum,elab,cal 1 ,cal2
common /mygeom/thm,rdet
common /CDRAW/idraw,iflag
common/project/ proj 1 (10),proj2( 10),pp 1 (13),pp2( 13)
common /marinelli/he 1 kz,he2kz,xyzhel (3),xyzhe2(3)
data init/1/

10 continue
vertdx=(l.-2.*rndmO)*xyzhel(2)
vertdy=(l.-2.*rndmO)*xyzhel(2)
vert(l)=vertdx
vert(2)=vertdy
vert(3)=helkz+(l.-2.*rndmO)*xyzhel(3)
vertro=sqrt(vertdx*vertdx+vertdy*vertdy)
if(vertro.lt.xyzhel(2).and.vertro.gt.xyzhel(l)) go to 12
if(vertro.lt.xyzhel(l).and.vert(3).gt.he2kz-xyzhe2(3)) go to 12
go to 10

12 continue
************ writing out every 1000 event ********************************
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if (mod(inum,1000) .eq. 0) then
write(6,1002)inum
call whistog
endif

1002 format(i8,' decays simulated ')
I c * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

inum = inum + 1
call gsvert(vert,0,0,dummy,0,ivert)

if(ivert .eq. 0) then
write(6,1000)
stop

endif
1000 formatC error in gukine calling gsvert')

cth = l.-rndm()*(l.-cos(thm))
sth = sqrt(l.-cth*cth+l.e-8)
phi = 2.*acos(-l.)*rndm()

*************** Calculating the momentum projections ************
plab(3) = elab*cth
plab(l) = elab*sth*cos(phi)
plab(2) = elab*sth*sin(phi)

********** Particle number ipart=l means gamma *******************
ipart = 1

********** vertex number ****************************************
ivert = 1

****************** c aning parameters of gskine **************************
* 1 - plab Component of momentum
* 2 - ipart particle number
* 3-nv vertex number origin of track
* 4 - ubuf array of NUBUF fl.point user parameters
* 5 -NUBUF
* 6 - NT track number (.EQ.O means error)

*******************************

call gskine(plab,ipart,ivert,dummy,O,nt)
if(nt .eq. 0) then

write(6,1001)
stop

endif
1001 format(' error in gukine calling gskine')

return
end

*****
subroutine GUSTEP
integer hloss(4096)
real lossen,proj(10),pp(13)
parameter (maxmec = 30)
common

/GCTRAKA^ECT(7),GETOT,GEKrN,VOUT(7),NMEC,LMEC(maxmec),
NAMEC(maxmec),NSTEP,MAXNST,DESTEP,DESTEL,SAFETY,SLENG,STEP,

+ SNEXT,SFIELD,TOFG,GEKRAT,UPWGHT,IGNEXT,INWVOL,ISTOP)

+ IGAUTO,IEKBIN,ILOSL,IMULL)INGOTO,NLDOWN,NLEVIN,NLVSAV,
+ ISTORY
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COMMON/GCDRAW/
NUMNOD,MAXNOD,NUMND1,LEVVER,LEVHOR,MAXV,IPICK,
MLEW,MLEVH,NWCUT,JNAM,JMOT,JXON,JBRO,JDUP,JSCA,JDVM,JPSM,

+ JNAM1, JMOT1, JXON1, JBRO1, JDUP1, JSCA1, JULE V, JVLEV,
+ LOOKTB(16),
+ GRMAT0( 10),GTRAN0(3),IDRNUM,GSIN(41 ),GCOS(41 ),SINPSI,COSPSI,
+ GTHETA,GPHI,GPSI,GUO,GVO,GSCU,GSCV,NGVIEW,
+ ICUTFL,ICUT,CTHETA,CPHI,DCUT,NSURF,ISURF,
+ GZUA,GZVA,GZUB,GZVB,GZUC,GZVC,PLTRNX,PLTRNY,

LINATT,LINATP,ITXATT,ITHRZ,IPRJ,DPERS,ITR3D,IPKHIT,IOBJ,LINBUF,
+ MAXGU,MORGU,MAXGS,MORGS,MAXTU,MORTU,MAXTS,MORTS,
+ IGU,IGS,ITU,ITS,NKVIEW,IDVIEW,
+ NOPEN,IGMR,IPIONS,ITRKOP,IHIDEN,
+ DDUMMY(18)

EQUIVALENCE(SINPSI,proj( 1 )),(GRMAT0( 1 ),pp( 1))
common

/GCTMED/NUMED,NATMED(5),ISVOL,IFIELD,FIELDM,TMAXFD,
STEMAX,DEEMAX)EPSIL,STMIN,CFIELD,PREC,IUPD,ISTPAR,NUMOLD

common /GCKINE/ikine,pkine(l O),itra,istack,ivert,ipart,itrtyp,
+ napart(5),amass,charge,tlife,vert(3),pvert(4),ipaold

common /closs/hloss,lossen
common /CDRAW/idraw,iflag
common/project/ proj 1 (10),proj2( 10),pp 1 (13),pp2( 13)

* store secondary particles
call gsking(O)

C call gpcxyz
call gsxyz
if (numed .eq. 13) lossen = lossen+destep

* write(l 1,1000)itra,istack,ipart,destep,gekin
1000 format(' itra,istack,ipart,destep,gekin',3i7,el2.5,5x,el2.5)

return
end

subroutine GUOUT
reallossen
integer hloss(4096)
common /myevent/ inum,elab,call ,cal2
common /closs/hloss,lossen
common /CDRAW/idraw,iflag
iloss = (lossen* 1000-cal2)/call
if(iloss .It. 4096) hloss(iloss) = hloss(iloss) +1
lossen = 0.

***************************** Defimng the drawing parameters *
CHNAME - volume name (all descendants will also be drawn)
* THETA,PHI - direction angles of the line of sight in MARS
* PSI - image rotated on the paper (portrait<->landscape)
* U0,V0 - coordinates of the volume origin on the paper
* SU,SV - scale factor for coordinates

*****************************
if ((iflag.eq.O).and.(idraw .eq. l))then
thetav = 90.
phiv = 0.
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psiv = 0.
u0v=15.
vOv = 5.
suv = 0.1
svv = 0.1
call gdraw('CNFE',thetav,phiv,psiv,uOv,

vOv,suv,sw)
call gdxyz(O)

thetav = 0.
phiv = 0.
psiv = 0.
u0v = 10.
v0v=15.
suv = 0.1
svv = 0.1
call gdraw('CNFE',thetav,phiv,psiv,uOv,

vOv,suv,svv)
call gdxyz(O)

endif
return
end

subroutine UGLAST
integer hloss(4096)
real lossen
common/closs/hloss,lossen
common /CDRAW/idraw,iflag
call whistog
CALL GLAST
CALL HPLEND
CALL GCLOSE(0,IER)
return
end

subroutine whistog
integer hloss(4096)
real lossen
common/filen/ CHIST
CHARACTER*80 CHIST
common /myevent/ inum,elab,call,cal2
common /mygeom/ thm,rdet
common/closs/hloss,lossen
open(l 0,file=CHIST,status='unknown')
write( 10,1000) cal 1 ,cal2,inum, 1000*elab

1000 format('#xy',/,l#calt,2F10.5,/,t#Num ',110,/,
1 '#E0',F10.5)

write(10,1001) 0.5*(l.-cos(thm))
1001 format('#Omet,F10.6)

do 20 i=l,4096
write(10,*)i,hloss(i)

20 continue
close (10)
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return
end

Compiling and linking has been performed by the the following makefile for Sun
(UNIX) machine at Brunei University.

#

BINARIES = pop-new eff_nai eff_bgo eff_ge co_ge co_test lo_ax pop_t pop_uj

CERNLIB- /vol/PACK7mcarlolib_3.2. I/lib
CERNLIBS= -LS(CERNLIB) -1GEANT321 -lgraflib -igrafXl 1 -Ipacklib
SYSLIBS = -1X11
LIBS = $(CERNLIBS) $(SYSLIBS)
FFLAGS = -static-c
all: $(BINARIES)
pop-top02: pop-top02.o

$(FC) -o $@ pop-top02.o $(LIBS)
pop-source: pop-source.o

$(FC) -o $@ pop-source.o $(LIBS)
pop-new: pop-new.o

$(FC) -o $@ pop-new.o $(LIBS)
pop-marnew: pop-marnew.o

$(FC) -o $@ pop-marnew.o $(LIBS)
lo-ax-mar: lo-ax-mar.o

$(FC) -o $@ lo-ax-mar.o $(LIBS)
pop-top2erzfh: pop-top2erzfh.o

$(FC) -o $@ pop-top2erzfh.o $(LIBS)
eff_nai: eff_nai.o

$(FC) -o $@ eff_nai.o $(LIBS)
eff_bgo: eff_bgo.o

$(FC) -o $@ eff_bgo.o $(LIBS)
eff_baf2: eff_baf2.o

$(FC) -o $@ eff_baf2.o $(LIBS)
eff_bafm: eff_bafm.o

$(FC) -o $@ eff_bafm.o $(LIBS)
eff_ge: eff_ge.o

$(FC) -o $@ eff_ge.o $(LIBS)
co_ge: co_ge.o

$(FC) -o $@ co_ge.o $(LBS)
co_test: co_test.o

$(FC) -o $@ co_test.o $(LIBS)
clean:

rm-f *.o
remove:

rm-f$(BINARIES)
veryclean:

$(MAKE) clean
$(MAKE) remove
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